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Abstract 
The advantages of multi-phase materials are exploited in many industries, such as reinforced 
concrete in bridge construction, heterogeneous geological materials in petroleum engineering, 
advanced carbon fiber composites in aerospace engineering, and novel corrosion resistant 
coatings in the automotive industry.  Although it is well known that the addition of inclusions 
can lead to improved multi-phase material properties, the characterization and prediction of these 
material properties is of current research interest.   In this thesis, we evaluate the effect of 
spherical inclusion content on the material properties of polymer-silica microcomposites, both 
experimentally and theoretically.  A wax mixture with spherical glass bead inclusions is 
developed as a model material.  The hardness and fracture toughness of composites containing 
0%, 5%, 10%, and 20% spherical glass bead inclusions by volume are analyzed using a built-in-
house macroscopic scratch test device.  The elastic modulus and compressive strength are 
obtained from a series of compression tests.  Scanning electron microscopy is employed as an 
independent means to corroborate the morphology of the specimens.  Several types of spherical 
glass beads with mean inclusion sizes of 20 !m and 200 !m are used in this study, and the effect 
of using a coating agent is investigated.  We find that the compressive strength, elastic modulus, 
fracture toughness, and scratch hardness tend to increase with inclusion content.  The composites 
containing coated glass beads exhibit superior properties in certain cases.  Next, a rigorous linear 
elastic homogenization technique is derived to account for the observed change in elastic 
modulus and fracture toughness with inclusion content.  The predictions developed are in strong 
agreement with the experimental data, creating a powerful tool for estimating the material 
properties of polymer-silica microcomposites.  The generality of our theoretical framework 
makes it applicable to the study and prediction of elastic properties and fracture resistance in 
advanced composites. 
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Part I  
General Presentation 
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CHAPTER 1-INTRODUCTION 
1.1 INDUSTRIAL CONTEXT 
In 2013, ASCE gave the United States infrastructure a D+ grade and indicated that 
approximately $3.6 million in repairs will be needed by 2020 [6]. Therefore, the National 
Academy of Engineering has listed infrastructure repair as one of their grand challenges [37].  
Furthermore, the Associated Press conducted an analysis concluding that 20,808 bridges listed in 
the National Bridge Inventory were classified as “fracture critical” [56].  This massive issue 
cannot be solved by a single solution.  However, our infrastructure could be greatly improved if 
we extended the material life of each building, bridge, and dam.  Understanding and improving 
the fracture properties of the materials within our infrastructure is a critical step to this 
improvement.   
Concrete, one of the most commonly used construction materials, is heterogeneous and 
exhibits complex material properties.  Concrete contains many different material phases and the 
effect of adding strong inclusions, such as steel and polypropylene fibers, is of current research 
interest [59].  Many research studies have shown that the addition of inclusions provides great 
increase in material toughness [27, 49, 50, 59].   Material testing can be costly, which may 
prohibit the discovery of fracture resistant materials.  Two techniques for mitigating these costs 
are to use more economic testing methods and to develop theoretical models for predicting 
material properties. 
This thesis uses an economic model material to extend the experimental testing range of the 
macroscopic scratch test and develops a theoretical predictive model for multi-phase materials 
reinforced with inclusions. 
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1.2 RESEARCH OBJECTIVES AND APPROACH 
Before solving the larger infrastructure problem, significant work must be done at a smaller 
scale to develop an understanding of the behavior of multi-phase materials.  Therefore, the 
overall objective of this thesis is to evaluate and predict the elastic and fracture characteristics of 
multi-phase composites.  This overall objective is separated into four components. 
1. The first component is to develop a valid testing apparatus and perform experimental 
testing.  To accomplish this, the SUNLab (Sustainability Under the Microscope 
Laboratory) Macroscopic Scratch Test Device is developed as a novel machine for 
material testing.  
2. The second component is to determine the material properties of multi-phase composites. 
First, a model material is created consisting of a wax mixture and different volume 
fractions of spherical glass beads.  Next, the material characteristics are determined 
through a series of scratch tests, compression tests, and scanning electron microscopy.  
Finally, theoretical relations derived by previous research are utilized to determine the 
fracture toughness of each material from the scratch test data.   
3. The third component is to develop a rigorous micromechanics-based linear-elastic 
homogenization theory to predict the effect of increasing inclusion content.  Our approach 
seeks to accurately predict the change in elastic modulus and fracture toughness caused by 
inclusion content. 
1.3 THESIS OUTLINE 
This thesis is divided into five parts.  Part I contains this introduction.  Part II of this thesis 
details the building process for the SUNLab Macroscopic Scratch Test Device.  Chapter 2 
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describes the key components to the overall architecture and the design process.  Once the main 
structural components are in place, we input the instrumentation in Chapter 3.  Finally, the 
assembly and validation, in Chapter 4, forms the final two steps in the completion of the 
machine.  In addition, a series of scratch tests are performed to observe relations between the 
scratch geometry and recorded forces.  Part III contains the materials and methods.  Chapter 5 
describes the novel research-based solutions for obtaining material properties via macroscopic 
scratch testing.  With the scratch test analytical framework in place, Chapter 6 describes the 
material preparation process, testing methods, and the experimental results.  Part IV details the 
linear homogenization theory.  In particular, Chapter 7 describes the derivation of our technique 
for estimating the effect of spherical inclusions on the Young’s modulus and fracture toughness 
of polymer-silica microcomposites.  The application of the theory in Part III and Part IV to the 
experimental results is detailed in Part V.  Chapter 8 discusses the experimental and theoretical 
results.  Finally, this thesis concludes with a summary of the results, limitations, and future 
research potential in Chapter 9.  
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Part II   
Building and Design of the SUNLab Macroscopic Scratch Test 
Device 
 This part details the building and design that went into completing the SUNLab 
Macroscopic Scratch Test Device.  Chapter 2 begins with a literature review of the scratch test 
devices in existence.  Then, the major architectural components purchased for the machine are 
detailed.  Lastly, the chapter describes the process for designing and fabricating pieces in-house.  
Next, Chapter 3 details the key instrumentation pieces obtained for the machine and their 
functionality.  In addition, the chapter provides an in-depth look at the computer programming 
written to drive and control the scratch testing process.  Finally, in Chapter 4 the machine is 
assembled and then validated through a series of scratch tests.  Part II concludes in Chapter 4 
with a series of scratch tests performed on polymer-silica microcomposites; these tests produce 
observations between the scratch test geometry and the recorded horizontal forces. 
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CHAPTER 2-DESIGN 
 An experiment is only as valid as the testing equipment used to perform it.  To produce 
the best possible results, we carefully designed and constructed a macroscopic scratch-testing 
machine, called the SUNLab Macroscopic Scratch Test Device, to perform the experimental 
testing in this study.  The process of creating an effective testing instrument must begin, first and 
foremost, with the design.  This chapter details the major functional requirements, architecture, 
and machining procedure that were carefully completed in the design process.  
2.1 FUNCTION 
 In the late 1990s, the University of Minnesota created a portable macro scratch testing 
device called the Rock Strength Device [55].  The goal of the device was to measure the force 
required to scratch a rock core along its axis.  Then using the forces obtained, they determined 
the intrinsic specific energy of the rock, which was well correlated with the uniaxial compressive 
strength.  To accomplish this task the device had to hold the sample firmly in place, obtain 
accurate force measurements, provide linear motion, and acquire the data.  The Rock Strength 
Device possessed a sturdy base that supported all parts of the device and a specimen holder for 
the sample.  All scratch tests require some type of cutting object and linear motion to scratch the 
material.  The Rock Strength Device utilized a motorized transverse and a polycrystalline 
diamond compact cutter to scratch rocks.  A stepper motor, with a range of speeds between 0.1 
mm/s and 12 mm/s, provided the horizontal motion.  A Windows based Labview environment 
controlled the data acquisition of the system. 
 Since the research done by the Rock Strength Device, use of the macro scratch tester has 
moved into industry.  EPSLOG engineering, founded in 2005, created a macroscopic scratch 
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testing device for rocks, called The Wombat [16].  The purpose of this device was to provide a 
profile of rock strength along its core.  The Wombat was designed to be fast, robust, non-
destructive, easily repeatable, and accommodate a variety of samples.  The machine ran at a 
speed of 6 ft/hr (0.5 mm/s).  The tests were non-destructive because the machine produced a 
small 1 cm wide and 5 mm deep scratch.  Moreover, the machine accommodated samples that 
were full cores, slabs, plugs, and sidewall cores.   
 The specifications for both the Rock Strength Device and The Wombat were useful for 
testing rock core specimens.  However, these devices may not be ideal for other materials, such 
as paraffin wax, in non-cylindrical geometries.  Therefore, we set about creating a design to fit 
the specific needs of this study.  The required macroscopic scratch testing functions are: 
• A rigid framing system.  The frame needs to handle the scratch testing process with 
minimal compliance. 
• A robust and sturdy base.  The scratch testing process must be free from any movement 
or vibration of the machine itself. 
• An accurate linear motion actuator to provide constant linear motion during testing. 
• A sturdy specimen holding system. 
• A high accuracy linear displacement transducer to measure the displacement along the 
scratch path. 
• Load cells to accurately measure the horizontal and vertical forces. 
• A set of blades to scratch the specimens and a linear translation stage with differential 
micrometer to accurately adjust and measure the penetration depth. 
• A data acquisition system to process and analyze the results of each test. 
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Figure 2.1  a) Rock Strength Device at the University of Minnesota (left) and the specimen 
holding system for the Rock Strength Device (right) [55]. b) The Wombat, macro scratch 
test device by EPSLOG [16]. 
 
a)#
b)#
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2.2 ARCHITECTURE 
 As mentioned in the previous section, functionality is the driving force behind the design.  
The first two functions require a sturdy and robust material.  For this purpose, aluminum is 
selected as the primary material.  Aluminum has several advantages that make it the most 
suitable choice.  First, aluminum has high yield strength, which is crucial for a rigid system.  
Second, the specific weight of aluminum is 2.7 g/cm3, while steel commonly has a density of 
approximately 8 g/cm3 [15].  Therefore, an aluminum system represents approximately a 66% 
decrease in weight, as compared to a steel system.  Third, aluminum is corrosive resistant due to 
its ability to generate a protective oxide coating.  This protective coating also keeps aluminum 
aesthetically pleasing.  Finally, aluminum is easy to machine, making it an excellent choice for 
fabrication. 
 Creating a sturdy foundation is a critical step in ensuring a long operating lifetime for any 
structure, including the SUNLab Macroscopic Scratch Test Device.  To ensure stability, the 
machine is placed on top of two Mobile Steel Machine Table’s with a maple top, from 
McMaster-Carr (McMaster-Carr, Elmhurst IL).  The table’s steel frame provides a sturdy 
system; each table has an overall capacity of 2000 pounds.  At a height of 35 in., the table 
ensures that it will be convenient to work with the machine.  Also, the maple top produces an 
aesthetically pleasing look.  Finally, the table contains a set of rubber wheels, allowing the entire 
setup to be transported.   
The 3-D frame is built upon a Newport (Newport Corporation, Irvine CA) Optical 
Breadboard system.  The breadboard is precision grade, with a flatness of ±0.004 in. over two 
square feet.  This is an anti-vibration table with a high damping coefficient to ensure reliable 
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scratch test results.  The system of 1/4-20 threaded holes on the top surface provides for ease in 
design and construction. 
 
Figure 2.2  Schematic drawing of the SUNLab Macroscopic Scratch Test Device.  1) Rigid 
aluminum frame. 2) Sturdy, vibration-free base. 3) Linear motion carriage. 4) Specimen 
holding system. 5) Stepper motor. 6) Linear displacement transducer. 7) Linear translation 
stage with differential micrometer attached to a linear bearing to transfer vertical force. 8) 
Linear bearing to transfer horizontal force. 9) Linear rails to transfer horizontal motion 
from motor. 10) Aluminum frame arm to carry the blade and vertical load cell. 11) Steel 
blade. 12) Vertical load cell. 13) Horizontal load cell.  
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 The primary members of the framing system are Aluminum T-Slotted Extrusions 
purchased from Grainger (Grainger, Lake Forest IL).  They have a clear anodized finish that 
prevents corrosion and are made of Aluminum 6105-T5.  Aluminum 6105-T5 is known to 
exhibit high yield strength values, up to 275 MPa [11].  A system of aluminum brackets and end-
feed fasteners, purchased from McMaster-Carr, connect the t-slotted framing members.  The 
aluminum brackets have a thickness of 3/16 in., thick enough to produce a robust connection.  In 
addition, the brackets’ exact 90º angles make for simple perpendicular connections.  Zinc-plated 
steel end-fasteners are selected for their superior corrosive resistance and high strength.  These 
fasteners slide along the t-slotted extrusion, simplifying the construction process as well as 
potential future adjustments. 
 
Figure 2.3  a) Mobile Steel Machine Table with Maple Top from McMaster-Carr [34]. b) 
Aluminum T-Slotted Framing unit, from Grainger [22]. c) Newport Optical Breadboard 
[40]. 
a)# b)#
c)#
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Figure 2.4  a) Aluminum Bracket from McMaster-Carr [31]. b) End-feed fastener from 
McMaster-Carr [32]. c) Double Continuously Supported System from SMI4Motion (photo 
provided by SMI4Motion marketing team). 
 
The architecture presented has provided a sturdy base and framing system to build the 
rest of the system upon.  The final major architectural function is the linear motion system.  The 
macroscopic scratch test consists of pushing a material against a rigid vertical blade, typically at 
a constant horizontal speed.  Therefore, the linear motion system must be actuated horizontally, 
at a controlled rate, without deflection.  A Double Continuously Supported System from 
SMI4Motion (Specialty Motions Inc., Corona CA) fits all requirements.  First, the system has 
high strength with a capacity of 3400 pounds.  Second, it can be taken apart easily, facilitating 
efficient maintenance.  Third, the system has an anodized finish that provides corrosive 
resistance and aesthetic appeal.  Fourth, the system can be easily integrated with a programmable 
a)#
b)#
c)#
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motor.  Finally, the system comes with a set of holes for quarter inch bolts that match up exactly 
with the breadboard. 
2.3 PIECES DESIGNED IN-HOUSE 
 Several of the required pieces were not available for purchase.  This is because their 
functionality is highly specific to this machine.  These pieces are designed using AutoCAD 2013.  
The vast majority of the designs involve plates, so a two-dimensional platform proves sufficient.  
The key criteria used in the design are listed below. 
• All drawings must be accurate and to scale. 
• Keep dimensions to a necessary minimum. 
• Each designed piece must fit easily into its assigned location.  This requirement includes 
ensuring that all parts match up exactly and provide extra space for fabrication error. 
Many of these pieces were fabricated in-house, in the Student Instrumentation Workshop at 
the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.  The student workshop includes many common 
machine shop tools that are readily available to any properly trained University of Illinois 
students.  For this project, the primary instruments used are the bandsaw and the drill press.  The 
bandsaw consists of a fast moving blade that cuts through a material in a precise straight line.  
This instrument is excellent for cutting tough materials, like the aluminum used in this project.  
Safety is the most important thing to remember when using the bandsaw; hands should be kept as 
far from the blade as possible.  The drill press provides a simple means to drill round holes into a 
material.  The machine shop provides a wide range of drill bit sizes, making it simple to drill a 
hole of an exact diameter.  The drill press, like the bandsaw, is simple to use, but there are two 
key parameters to keep in mind: (1) ensure the piece is properly clamped and (2) that a proper 
RPM is selected for the material.  Ensuring the piece is properly clamped prevents it from flying 
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off the setup during drilling.  This helps ensure accuracy, prevents the drill bit from breaking, 
and keeps the user safe.  Selecting a proper RPM enables the user to drill at a controlled rate.  On 
a softer material, a slow rate may be unnecessary and productivity will be lost.  On the contrary, 
using a fast rate on a harder material will cause the drill bit to slip, the material to heat up, and 
can lead to the drill bit breakage within the material.  For the macroscopic scratch testing pieces, 
a RPM of 300 is used, which is suitable for aluminum and plastics.   
 
Figure 2.5  a) Jet Bandsaw used in the Student Instrumentation Workshop. b) Jet Drill 
Press used in the Student Instrumentation Workshop. 
 
In order to ensure a proper flow of shear forces within the 3-D frame, a shear wall was 
added.  This shear wall is made of polypropylene, purchased from McMaster-Carr, and has 
overall dimensions of 24 in. by 12 in with a 1/4 in. thickness.  Using the drill press and an RPM 
of 300, a total of 48 0.26 in. diameter holes were carefully drilled.  The piece is attached to the t-
slotted framing members with a strong 48-bolt connection.  Designing and fabricating the piece 
a)# b)#
c)#
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in-house provides a quick, effective, and economic means to solve the shear transfer issue.  For 
the sake of brevity, only this simple example of the fabricated pieces is detailed here.  However, 
more complicated pieces were designed, built and fabricated, such as the specimen holder.  The 
drawings for the other in-house pieces are provided in Appendix A. 
 
Figure 2.6  a) AutoCAD design for the drilling of 48 holes in the polypropylene cover plate. 
b) Completed polypropylene cover plate, after using the drill press and attaching it to the 
aluminum framing system.  
a)#
b)#
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2.4 CHAPTER SUMMARY 
 In this chapter, we began with a review of other macroscopic scratch testing devices in 
existence, the Rock Strength Device and the Wombat.  The designs for these machines helped to 
identify the critical functions for the SUNLab Macroscopic Scratch Testing Device.  Upon 
completion of a schematic drawing, we identified the primary architectural components in the 
scratch tester.  This included the Newport optical breadboard, Granger t-slotted aluminum 
framing, McMaster-Carr brackets and fasteners, and the SMI4Motion linear motion system.  
Finally, we described the design process for creating specific parts in-house.  Thus far, we have 
provided an overview of the primary structural components of the device.  Next, it is necessary 
to provide instrumentation to complete the machine.  This is the focus of the following chapter. 
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CHAPTER 3-INSTRUMENTATION 
 With the major architecture in-place, the next step is to provide proper instrumentation.  
The goal of the instrumentation process is to facilitate the following functions. 
• The ability to provide constant linear motion during the testing process. 
• Load cells to accurately measure both the horizontal and vertical forces. 
• A linear displacement transducer to record the horizontal motion along the scratch path. 
• A data acquisition system to process the inputs from the load cells and linear 
displacement transducer. 
• A computer program to control the testing motion and to receive and analyze the data 
from the data acquisition device. 
This chapter details the parts and process used to add the above functions to the SUNLab 
Macroscopic Scratch Test Device. 
3.1 NEMA MOTOR 
 The first instrumentation function is to provide linear motion to the system.  The motor 
needs to deliver a steady programmable speed.  An additional requirement is to integrate the 
motor into the linear motion system from SMI4Motion.  These requirements are met using a 
NEMA 34 stepper motor from Schneider Electric (Schneider Electric Corporation, Rueil-
Malmaison France).  The motor runs off a source voltage of +15 VDC.  In particular, we select 
the triple stack length version, which has a maximum holding torque of 770 N-cm, so as to 
supply high levels of horizontal force, up to 2100 N.  This threshold is well beyond the limit 
required to test the specimens in this study.   
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Figure 3.1  NEMA 34 motor from Schneider Electric [47]. 
 
 The IMS Terminal program operates the NEMA 34 motor.  In this program, the unit of 
measurement for controlling the rate of rotation is Slew Rate.  A more useful measurement is the 
corresponding horizontal velocity of the linear motion system.  To obtain the horizontal velocity, 
we develop a simple experiment to convert from Slew Rate to horizontal velocity.  First, a ruler 
is placed next to the linear motion loading stage.  Next, we input a specific Slew Rate into the 
IMS Terminal, as a stopwatch starts simultaneously.  Then, the stopwatch is stopped once the 
linear stage has traveled 6 inches.  The amount of time is recorded in Microsoft Excel and the 
horizontal velocity calculated.  We performed this experiment for Slew Rates ranging from 100 
to 25,000, and the resulting linear trend produces a linear conversion from Slew Rate to 
horizontal velocity.  The resulting linear equation has an excellent !! fit of 1. 
3.2 LOAD CELLS 
 To obtain material properties from macroscopic scratch tests, the force components must 
be measured accurately.  This requires an accurate load cell in both the horizontal and the 
vertical positions.  To account for different ranges of material strength, four different load cells  
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Figure 3.2  Plot of the horizontal velocity vs. Slew Rate for the NEMA 34 stepper motor.  
The equation on the chart provides a direct conversion from Slew Rate (x) to Horizontal 
Velocity (y) in mm/min.  The R2 value represents the fit of the equation, which is excellent. 
 
were purchased from Futek (Futek Advanced Sensor Technology Inc., Irvine CA): one with a 
capacity of 200 pounds, one with a capacity of 500 pounds, and two with capacities of 2000 
pounds.  Each load cell uses a signal amplifier that is attached to a +15 VDC power source.  
When a load cell is subjected to compression or tension forces the signal amplifier converts the 
resulting displacement into a voltage.  The signal amplifiers are calibrated to output 10V at the 
load cells capacity.  For scratch testing of paraffin wax, the forces are expected to be small.  
Therefore, the 200-lb. load cell is placed in the horizontal position and the 500-lb. load cell is 
placed in the vertical position for this study. 
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Figure 3.3  a) Futek Load Cell (200-lb. model depicted above) [18]. b) Futek Signal 
Amplifier [19]. 
 
 Futek professionally calibrated three of the load cells, both of the 2000-lb. and the 200-
lb., within a year of testing.  The 500-lb. load cell, on the other hand, had not been calibrated in 
over a year.  Using an Instron (Instron, Norwood MA) Universal Testing Machine, we calibrate 
the 500-lb. load cell in the SUNLab at the University of Illinois.  A creep test is setup on the 
Universal Testing Machine.  The test slowly applies increasing compressive load on the load cell 
until a certain load has been reached, this load is held for 30 seconds.  During the compression 
test, a digital voltmeter reads the output voltage from the load cell.  The test ran a total of eleven 
times for a range of forces from 0 N to 2000 N.  The results are plotted with Microsoft Excel, 
using a linear trend line to convert from output voltage to force; the !! value is 1 for this 
approximation. 
3.3 LINEAR DISPLACEMENT TRANSDUCER 
 The best and most accurate method for measuring the distance along the scratch path is 
with a linear displacement transducer.  The SUNLab Macroscopic Scratch Test Device uses a 
Linear Displacement Transducer from McMaster-Carr.  The linear displacement transducer has a 
maximum linear reach of 50 inches.  The device is attached to a +24 VDC power supply. 
a)# b)#
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Figure 3.4  Plot of output voltage (V) versus load (N) for the 500-lb. load cell.  In the 
equation on the chart, the output voltage (x) is related linearly to the load (y).  The R2 value 
represents the fit of the linear equation, which is excellent.              
 
To calibrate the linear displacement transducer, a simple experiment is set up with a ruler and a 
voltmeter.  First, the cord on the linear displacement transducer is attached to the digital 
voltmeter and pulled then held at various distances from 0 to 50 inches.  Next, we record the 
corresponding output voltage at each point.  Finally, the results are plotted in Microsoft Excel, 
with a linear fit linking the output voltage and linear displacement.  The linear fit has an 
excellent R2 value of 1. 
3.4 DATA ACQUISITION DEVICE 
 A NI USB-6009, from National Instruments (National Instruments, Austin TX), data 
acquisition device handles the acquisition of data from the load cells and linear displacement 
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transducer.  The device has eight single-ended channels and four differential channels, allowing 
the vertical load cell, horizontal load cell, and linear displacement transducer to be attached 
simultaneously.  The device has a voltage range from -10V to +10V.  This range encompassed 
the range of output produced by the signal amplifiers, making it an excellent fit.  The data 
acquisition device has a high accuracy of 7.73 mV.  In addition, the NI USB-6009 accurately 
captures data at rates up to 5 MHz.  The numerous channels, high accuracy, and high data 
acquisition rate of the NI USB-6009 make it an excellent choice for the macroscopic scratch 
tester. 
 
Figure 3.5  Plot of horizontal displacement (mm) versus output voltage (V) for the linear 
displacement transducer.  The equation on the chart linearly links displacement (y) with 
output voltage (x).  The linear approximation has an R2 value of 1. 
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Figure 3.6  a) Linear Displacement Transducer from McMaster-Carr [33]. b) NI USB-6009 
Data Acquisition Device from National Instruments [39]. 
 
3.5 WIRING 
 Proper wiring is a key factor in the installation of these electrical devices.  For each 
electrical device, installation requires four parts: (1) wires, (2) a power source, (3) a soldering 
kit, and (4) heat shrink tubes.  The wires were purchased from Consolidated Electronic Wire and 
Cable (Consolidated Electronic Wire & Cable, Franklin Park IL).  The wires came in blue, white, 
black, red, and green for easy differentiation.  The wires’ American Wire Gauge size of 26 
allows for sufficient current flow to operate all the devices.  A 15V CUI Inc. (CUI Inc., Tualatin 
OR) Switch Mode Power Supply supplies the voltage to each instrument.  With the instruments, 
wires, and power supply selected, the next step is to put them all together.  A Weller (Weller, 
Apex NC) WLC100 40-Watt Soldering Station is used to form wire connections.  Using the 
soldering station, the red and black wires attach to the positive and negative terminals, 
a)# b)#
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respectively, of the instrument.  Finally, a heat shrink tube, from a McMaster-Carr Heat Shrink 
Tubing Kit, covers each freshly soldered connection for safety.  Holding a Milwaukee 
(Milwaukee Tool, Brookfield WI) Heat Gun over each heat shrink tube for about 5 seconds 
forces each tube to shrink tightly around the previously exposed wires. 
 
Figure 3.7  a) Weller Soldering Station [58]. b) Soldered CUI Inc. +15V power source to the 
Futek Signal Amplifier. 
 
3.6 COMPUTER PROGRAMMING 
 The SUNLab Macroscopic Scratch Test Device utilizes a Windows-based Labview 
environment to provide control and data analysis.  Labview uses a dataflow programming 
language, referred to as G [38].  The actual control is written within virtual instruments (VIs) 
which are composed of three parts: (1) A block diagram, (2) a front panel, and (3) a connector 
pane.  The block diagram contains the written graphical source code, the front panel contains the 
user interface controls and indicators, and the connector pane allows a VI to be called within a 
b)#a)#
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larger program.  The existence of these separate parts allows the creator to completely separate 
the source code from the user interface.  This is useful in experimental testing because it does not 
require operators to have any programming experience.   
 The actual programming for the macroscopic scratch test is based upon eight necessary 
software functions: 
• To create a text file with a full header for each test.  The header provides the general 
details for each individual test. 
• To start the NEMA 34 motor at a prescribed velocity.   
• To begin the data acquisition process with the NI USB-6009 at a specified data 
acquisition rate.   
• Each data point acquired is converted from its output value (V) to loads (N) and 
displacement (mm) via the linear calibration equations derived for the load cells and 
linear displacement transducer. 
• To write the converted data values to the text file, with the exact time stamp of each data 
point.  In addition, the text file contains the width, depth, velocity, and roughness data for 
each test. 
• All converted data is shown in real time on the front panel. 
• A “STOP” button on the front panel that allows the user to end testing.  After pressing the 
“STOP” button, the NEMA motor should stop and then the program ends. 
• Present a full graphical output of the horizontal and vertical force measurements upon 
conclusion of each test. 
To create a proper header, a VI, called the Create Header VI, is made with a set of strings.  
This VI allows the user to type a specific header into the front panel.  This header makes up the 
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first line of the created text file.  Next, the VI uses the “Concatenate Strings” function to create a 
series of column headers on the second line of the text file: Date & Time, Horizontal Force (N), 
Vertical Force (N), Displacement (mm), Width (mm), Depth (mm), Roughness (mm), and 
Velocity (mm/min).  This setup represents a significant portion of the block diagram’s graphical 
real estate, so the VI is setup as a “Create Header” icon in the connector pane, which allows it to 
be called into the main Scratch Test VI. 
 
Figure 3.8  a) Create Header Icon. b) Front Panel of the Create Header VI. c) Create 
Header VI Block Diagram.  
a)# b)#
c)#
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 The second key function is to begin the NEMA 34 stepper motor.  This is the most 
difficult step in the programming process, since it requires communication between Labview and 
the IMS Terminal.  To accomplish this function we create a specific VI, called the MDrive VI.  
First, a short equation converts the inputted velocity, on the front panel, to Slew Rate using the 
derived equation.  Second, the “VISA Write” and “Visa Read” functions in Labview allow for 
direct communication with the IMS Terminal.  To accomplish this task, the VI sets up the serial 
port attributes for the NEMA motor along with the buffer input/output properties, to ensure that 
the “VISA Write” function communicates with the correct device.  The front panel of this VI 
allows the operator to input a horizontal operating velocity for the motor and to select to the 
correct communication port.  After running the program, the front panel displays the 
communication port name, the operating Slew Rate, and whether an error occurred.  Since the 
block diagram of this VI takes up significant graphical real estate, an “MDrive” icon represents it 
on the main Scratch Test VI. 
 The rest of the functions are written within the Scratch Test VI.  This VI contains the 
previous two VIs, the Create Header VI and the MDrive VI, to write a heading and then start the 
motor.  Next, the “Waveform Constant” function in Labview provides exact date and time 
information for each data point.  The “DAQ Assistant” VI, created by Labview, communicates 
directly with the NI USB-6009.  The “DAQ Assistant” communicates the rate of acquisition and 
the correct ports for analysis.  For macro scratch testing, the rate of acquisition is set to 1 kHz.  
All data acquisition runs within a while loop that only completes by pressing the “STOP” button 
on the front panel.  A set of three linear equations provides direct conversions, as derived, from 
output (V) to forces (N) and displacement (mm).  Then, the data is sent to a set of waveform 
charts that present the data in real-time on the front panel.  Finally after the “STOP” button has 
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been pressed, the program stops the motor and finishes.  In the end, this program creates a text 
file containing the scratch test data. 
 
Figure 3.9  a) MDrive Icon. b) Front Panel of the MDrive VI. c) MDrive VI Block Diagram. 
 
3.7 CHAPTER SUMMARY 
This chapter provided a detailed description of the instrumentation process, electrical wiring, 
and computer programming involved in completing the SUNLab Macroscopic Scratch Test 
Device.  The calibration and setup of the NEMA stepper motor, Futek load cells, and McMaster-
Carr linear displacement transducer were recorded.  Next, a Weller Soldering Station connected 
each instrumentation part to its input power source and output wires.  Then, the output wires 
were connected to a data acquisition device.  Finally, a single Labview script provided complete 
a)# b)#
c)#
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control over the testing functions and data acquisition.  The final step to completing the scratch 
tester is the assembly and validation, detailed in Chapter 4. 
 
Figure 3.10  a) Scratch Test VI Front Panel. b) Scratch Test VI Block Diagram. 
a)#
b)#
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CHAPTER 4-ASSEMBLY AND VALIDATION 
 The final step in completing the SUNLab Macroscopic Scratch Test Device is to fully 
assemble and validate the device.  This chapter presents the 3-D model developed, the technique 
used for validation, the results of the validation tests, and a set of scratch test results. 
4.1 ASSEMBLY  
Before manually completing the assembly, James Myers completed a 3-D model using 
Autodesk Inventor.  The model closely follows the schematic originally presented.   
With a clear vision from the 3-D model, the final step in the machine process is to put all 
the pieces together, as designed.  The members selected have the useful property of easy 
construction.  Almost all of the connections only require bolts and fasteners.  These, along with a 
set of tools, are acquired from McMaster-Carr.  Upon completion of the assembly, the SUNLAB 
Macroscopic Scratch Test Device is ready for validation. 
4.2 VALIDATION 
 The final step in completion of the SUNLab Macroscopic Scratch Test Device is the 
validation.  The validation includes two components, accuracy and precision.  Futek ensured the 
accuracy of the 200-lb. and the two 2000-lb. load cells through their calibration, and the 500-lb. 
load cell was calibrated in the SUNLab.  Therefore, the load cells are considered to be accurate.  
Next, the accuracy of the data acquisition device is checked by comparison with a digital 
multimeter.  The median value for the data acquisition device matched up well with the digital 
multimeter, so the accuracy of the machine is considered sufficient.  
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Figure 4.1  3-D Autodesk Inventor model of the SUNLab Macroscopic Scratch Test Device 
(Credits: James Myers 2014). 
 
 
Figure 4.2  Completed SUNLab Macroscopic Scratch Test Device (Credits: SUNLab UIUC 
2014). 
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To check the repeatability, a dozen scratch tests are performed at a constant blade width, 25 mm, 
and penetration depth, 2 mm.  The results of these scratch tests show, in Figure 4.3, that the 
horizontal force values are consistent in all tests.  Thus, the scratch tester can be considered both 
repeatable and accurate.  Finally, the macro scratch tester is ready for experimental testing. 
 
Figure 4.3  Horizontal force versus displacement graph for 12 scratch tests conducted with 
a constant blade width of 25 mm and depth of 2 mm on wax specimens. 
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4.3 EXPERIMENTAL MACROSCOPIC SCRATCH TESTING 
 To take advantage of the newly constructed scratch tester, we create a set of test 
specimens in the SUNLab.  The specimens are two-phase polymer-silica microcomposites, 
consisting of a primary wax matrix phase embedded with spherical glass bead inclusions. Potters 
Beads (Potters Industries LLC, Valley Forge PA) donated three types of spherical glass beads.  
The 4000CP01 glass beads have a mean diameter of 20 !m and are coated with a coupling agent.  
The 4000 glass beads have a mean diameter of 20 !m and are uncoated.  The 1922 glass beads 
have a mean diameter of 200 !m and are uncoated.  This section presents the test results for a set 
of 4000CP01-5, 4000-5, and 1922-5 specimens; the name of each specimen details the type and 
volume fraction of the glass bead used (i.e. the 4000CP01-5 specimen would contain 5 vol.% 
4000CP01 glass beads and 95 vol.% wax mixture).  The creation process and exact material 
components within these specimens are detailed in Chapter 6.  They are tested at a constant 
horizontal velocity of 60 mm/min using six different blade widths, w (2.5 mm, 5 mm, 10 mm, 15 
mm, 20 mm, and 25 mm), at six different penetration depths, d (2 mm, 4 mm, 6 mm, 8 mm, 10 
mm, and 12 mm). 
 Figure 4.4 displays scratch tests for the 4000CP01-5 specimens for a projected load 
bearing area, !!" (where !!" = !"), of 20 mm!.  The results show that the horizontal force, !!, 
versus distance along the scratch path, X, is very similar for w=5 mm, d=4 mm and w=10 mm, 
d=2 mm.  However, the w=2.5 mm, d=8 mm horizontal forces were significantly higher.  
Therefore, the projected load bearing area alone cannot predict the horizontal scratch test forces 
for the specimens in this study. 
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Figure 4.4  Scratch test results for the 4000CP01-5 specimens at a projected load bearing 
area of 20mm2.  The graph presents horizontal forces, !!, along the scratch path, X for 
three width-depth combinations: 1) w=2.5 mm, d=8 mm. 2) w=5 mm, d=4 mm. 3) w=10 
mm,  d=2 mm. 
 
 Figure 4.5 portrays the change in horizontal forces with varying blade width and 
penetration depth for the 4000CP01-5 specimens.  Figure 4.5a shows that for a constant depth, 
d=2 mm, the horizontal forces increase with increasing blade width.  At smaller widths, w=2.5 
mm & w=5 mm, the horizontal force curves are smooth.  This is indicative of the plastic failure 
mode observed during scratch testing for small widths.  At larger widths, w≥10 mm, the 
horizontal force curves become more jagged with the curve gradually increasing to a maximum, 
then the force level drops abruptly.  This jagged behavior is indicative of the brittle failure mode; 
during scratch testing, brittle chipping of the specimens is observed for w≥10 mm.  Figure 4.5b 
shows that for a constant width, w=10 mm, the horizontal forces increase with increasing 
penetration depth for the 4000CP01-5 specimens.  In this case, the smooth plastic behavior is 
never seen explicitly, likely due to the choice of a wider blade, w=10 mm.  However, the 
horizontal force curves are smoothest at higher depths, especially at d=10 mm and d=12 mm.  
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The brittle, jagged failure behavior is clearly observed at small penetration depths, d=2 mm and 
d=4 mm.   
 
Figure 4.5  Scratch test horizontal forces, !!, along the scratch path, X, for the 4000CP01-5 
specimens. a) Test results for six blade widths (2.5 mm, 5 mm, 10 mm, 15 mm, 20 mm, and 
25 mm) at a constant penetration depth of 2 mm. b) Scratch test results for a constant 
blade width, w=10 mm, at six different penetration depths (2 mm, 4 mm, 6 mm, 8 mm, 10 
mm, and 12 mm). 
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 Figure 4.6 presents results using different types of spherical glass bead inclusions.  Figure 
4.6a shows that the horizontal forces, at w=2.5 mm and d=4 mm, tend to be largest for the 
4000CP01-5 specimen.  Therefore, the presence of a coupling agent appears to increase the 
horizontal force required to induce failure.  The horizontal forces for the 1922-5 and 4000-5 
specimens are very similar in this case, so no inclusion size effect is observed.  None of the 
specimen types exhibit a chipping mechanism, so the specimens appear to undergo plastic failure 
in this case.  Figure 4.6b reaffirms the conclusion that the 4000CP01-5 specimens fail at the 
highest horizontal forces; at w=25 mm and d=2 mm, the horizontal forces measured for the 
4000CP01-5 specimens are much higher than the forces measured for the 4000-5 and 1922-5 
specimens.  Next, the 4000-5 specimens fail at higher overall horizontal forces than the 1922-5 
specimens.  Therefore, composites with smaller glass beads may be able to absorb higher 
horizontal forces in this case.  The failure mode for w=25 mm and d=2 mm is clearly brittle 
chipping. 
 
Figure 4.6  Scratch test horizontal forces, !!, along the scratch path, X, for the 4000CP01-
5, 4000-5, and 1922-5 specimens. a) Scratch tests performed at a constant blade width, 
w=2.5 mm, and penetration depth, d=4 mm. b) Scratch tests performed at a constant blade 
width, w=25 mm, and penetration depth, d=2 mm. 
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4.4 CHAPTER SUMMARY 
 The assembly for the SUNLab Macroscopic Scratch Test Device began with the 
completion of a 3-D model; then the machine was constructed in-house.  The validation of the 
scratch test results on wax indicated that the device was ready for experimental testing.  Next, 
scratch tests were performed on two-phase composites to determine the horizontal forces along 
the scratch path.  The results showed that horizontal forces couldn’t be determined with the 
projected load bearing area alone.  The horizontal forces observed during scratch testing increase 
with increasing blade width and penetration depth.  At smaller projected load bearing areas, the 
failure mode was very clearly plastic, while at high width-to-depth ratios a brittle chipping 
failure mode is observed.  Specimens containing coated glass beads exhibited the highest 
horizontal force readings during scratch testing.  For high width-to-depth ratios, the specimens 
containing smaller glass beads endured higher horizontal forces during scratch testing.  The next 
step is to link the scratch test data to material properties, such as compressive strength and 
fracture toughness; this is the goal of Chapter 5. 
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Part III  
Materials and Methods 
To fully utilize the scratch test results, we must convert the measured horizontal forces 
into corresponding material properties, such as compressive strength and fracture toughness.  
Chapter 5 begins with a dimensional analysis that obtains the key material relations during 
scratch testing.  Next, a three-dimensional strength model is presented for obtaining the scratch 
hardness for small projected load bearing areas.  In addition, we explore a series of relations 
between the scratch hardness and uniaxial compressive strength for different material types.  The 
final goal of Chapter 5 is to present a linear elastic fracture mechanics model for obtaining 
fracture toughness directly from scratch tests.  This fracture scaling technique exists for high 
width-to-depth ratios.  Next, to fully utilize the theories presented in Chapter 5, a rigorous 
procedure for creating test specimens and conducting experimental testing must be developed.  
Chapter 6 begins by detailing the exact process and material components within the polymer-
silica microcomposites in this study.  Then, a series of scratch tests, scanning electron 
microscopy, and uniaxial compression tests are performed to obtain a full array of experimental 
data.  Part III details a comprehensive view of the theoretical scratch test relations, the material 
preparation process, and the experimental testing methods in this study.  
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CHAPTER 5-THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK FOR SCRATCH 
TESTING 
In 1812 Carl Mohs published the very first scratch test method for characterizing the 
hardness of materials [41].  Over 200 years later, the scratch test has been extended to 
characterize other material properties, such as the compressive strength and fracture toughness.  
The scratch test offers great benefits over conventional testing methods for compressive strength 
and fracture toughness, such as the uniaxial compression test and the three point bending test. 
Some of these advantages are that the scratch test is not limited by sample dimensions, has a 
simple sample preparation process, has a high degree of repeatability, and allows for multiple 
tests to occur on a single sample [44]. In fact, these advantages have lead to the scratch test 
becoming prevalent within industry for measuring the strength of rocks [30].  Further 
applications of the scratch test have been developed in recent research, including theoretical 
developments for test probes of spherical, conical, and axisymmetric shape [1, 4]. 
Two schools of thought exist within scratch testing: (1) the strength perspective and (2) the 
fracture perspective. The strength school of thought assumes plasticity to be the dominant failure 
mechanism. It emphasizes the characterization of a material’s compressive strength; however, 
Bard and Ulm demonstrate that it only applies for small projected load-bearing areas [9]. The 
strength approach has been extended to many material types, including cement paste [9], rocks 
[44], and oil well cements [54].  On the contrary, the fracture school of thought considers 
fracture as the driving force of scratch tests, and prevails at large width-to-depth ratios [2]. The 
fracture approach has been extended to several material types, such as paraffin wax [2], ceramics 
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[1], and metals [5].  This thesis seeks to apply both the strength and fracture approaches to 
polymer-silica microcomposites.  
This chapter presents the theoretical foundation for the macroscratch testing analysis in this 
study.  This includes the dimensional analysis, strength perspective of scratch tests, and the 
fracture perspective of scratch tests. 
5.1 DIMENSIONAL ANALYSIS 
Several brilliant scientists such as Newton, Buckingham, and Bridgman developed 
dimensional analysis over centuries based on the idea of physical similitude.  Since the discovery 
of the Buckingham Pi-Theorem, the method has been established as a powerful scientific tool for 
discovery and design.  Today, it is extensively applied in the fields of science and engineering, 
including nano-indentation, solid mechanics, fluid mechanics, and chemistry. We want to 
express the dependence of the horizontal force, !!, as a function of the following physical 
parameters (width w, depth d, volume fraction !!, and inclusion radius !!), mechanics properties 
(stress in the inclusions !!  and stress in the matrix !! ), and material properties (fracture 
toughness in the inclusions !!", fracture toughness in the matrix !!", Young’s modulus in the 
inclusions !!, and Young’s modulus in the matrix !!).  The problem can be written in functional 
form as: 
 !! = !(!,!,!!" ,!!",!! ,!!,!! ,!!, !! ,!!) (5.1) 
 To solve the dimensional problem, the physical dimensional space of each variable must 
be expressed in terms of length L, mass M, and time T [53]; for example, force can be expressed 
dimensionally as ! = !!!!!!! .  The dimensional expression for each parameter can be 
expressed simply in a matrix form, in which the columns give the exponents of the dimensions, 
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shown in Table 5.1.  The end goal of dimensional analysis is to relate the parameters as a set of 
dimensionless terms using the Buckingham Pi-Theorem.   
 
!! w d !!" !!" !! !! !! !! !! !! 
L 1 1 1 -0.5 -0.5 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 0 
M 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 
T -2 0 0 -2 -2 -2 -2 -2 -2 0 0 
Table 5.1  The dimensional exponents for the dimensional analysis of scratch tests. 
The rank of the matrix in Table 5.1 is k=2; therefore there are two independent variables.  
To solve for the other terms, d and !!" will be selected as the independent variables.  The 
remaining variables can be solved using these independent variables.  Solving for !! in matrix 
form, 
 !!11−2 =
!1 !!"−0.50 10 −2 !!!!  (5.2) 
Where !! and !! are the constants to solve.  The solution for the coefficients is, 
 !!!! = 1.51  (5.3) 
Resulting in the following expression for !!, 
 !! = !!.!!!" (5.4) !! and !! have the same dimensional makeup, so they can be solved by the same matrix 
equation. 
 !!,!!−11−2 =
!1 !!"−0.50 10 −2 !!!!  (5.5) 
Once again, !! and !! represent constants that provide the solution to the relation. The solution 
for the constants for !! and !! is, 
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 !!!! = −0.51  (5.6) 
Resulting in the following expressions for !! and !!, 
 !! = !!"!!.!  (5.7) 
 !! = !!"!!.!  (5.8) 
The final step in the dimensional analysis is to use the Buckingham Pi Theorem to produce a set 
of dimensionless relations.  The equations for !! , !!  and !! , are rearranged into their 
dimensionless forms as, 
 Π! = !!!!"!!.! ,Π! = !!!!.!!!" ,Π! = !!!!.!!!" ! (5.9) 
The remaining dimensionless parameters can be discovered by observation. 
 Π! = !/! (5.10) 
 Π! = !!"!!" (5.11) 
 Π! = !!!! (5.12) 
 Π! = !!!! (5.13) 
 Π! = !!! (5.14) 
Finally, the resulting dimensionless relation is obtained.  
 Π! = !!!!!!!.! = ℱ(Π! = !!!!.!!!" ,Π! = !!!!.!!!" ,Π! = !! ,Π! = !!"!!" ,Π! = !!!! ,Π! = !!!!!! ,Π! = !!! ,!!) (5.15) 
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This relation can be expressed in the following form to exhibit a form similar to the expression 
derived by Akono et al. in 2011 [2]. 
 Π! = !!!!"! ! = ℱ(Π! = !! ,Π! = !!"!!" ,Π! = !!!! ,Π! = !!!! ,Π! = !!! ,Π! = !!"!! ! ,Π! = !!"!! ! ,!!) (5.16) 
These dimensionless expressions form an analytical basis for determining the key parameters for 
testing and analysis of macroscopic scratch testing. 
5.2 STRENGTH PERSPECTIVE OF SCRATCH TESTS 
Richard et al. [45] developed a Rock Strength Device at the University of Minnesota to 
perform scratch testing on rocks.  This kinematically controlled device performed scratch tests 
on rocks with a constant blade width at various penetration depths, indicating the existence of 
three regions of behavior for scratch tests: a ductile region, a transition region, and a brittle, or 
fracture region. Their conclusion was that the ductile mode of failure occurs at small depths of 
cut, while the brittle mode of failure, or fracture mode, occurs beyond a certain depth.  Based on 
this conclusion, Schei et al. [46] conducted a series of scratch tests on 35 different sandstones 
and 24 different carbonates at small depths of cut to remain in the ductile failure mode. For these 
small depths of cut, they related the horizontal force, !!, to the specific energy, !, and the 
projected load bearing area of cut, !!"=wd. 
 !! = !!!" (5.17) 
In the experimental tests conducted in Chapter 4, the back-rake angle, ! = 0.  Therefore, 
we look exclusively at the horizontal force component for analysis.  Figure 5.1 evaluates the 
effectiveness of equation 5.17 by using a small penetration depth, d=2 mm, at several different 
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blade widths.  The results show that the intrinsic specific energy obtained by equation 5.17 is 
different for every blade width.  Furthermore, the specific energy decreases, overall, as the blade 
width increases. The decreased specific energy reading is likely due to a change in the failure 
mechanism for high width-to-depth ratios, as observed in Chapter 4.  Therefore, the simple 
selection of a small penetration depth is inadequate to ensure the plastic failure mechanism 
desired for strength measurement.  The Richard et al. and Schei et al. two-dimensional model 
may be applicable for rocks at the exact blade width they selected.  However, the model fails to 
account for the critical third-dimension within scratch testing, the blade width.  This oversight 
illuminates the inability of their model to explain the brittle chipping observed for small depths, 
given a large blade width, during scratch testing in Chapter 4. 
 
Figure 5.1  Calculated intrinsic specific energy, !, using equation 5.17, for the 4000-5 
specimens using six different blade widths (2.5 mm, 5 mm, 10 mm, 15 mm, 20 mm, and 25 
mm) at a constant penetration depth, d=2 mm. 
 
 To avoid the potential pitfalls of the two-dimensional model above, we select a rigorous 
three-dimensional strength model developed by Bard and Ulm [9].  Bard and Ulm developed a 
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and fracture processes, their approach uses statistically admissible and strength compatible stress 
fields to obtain the maximum scratch hardness, !!.  This lower bound approach is applied 
analytically to simple reference surfaces, assuming frictionless interface conditions.  First, they 
develop closed-form lower bound solutions for purely cohesive materials using both the Tresca 
strength criterion and the Von Mises strength criterion.  These two criterion relate to the uniaxial 
compressive strength, !!, by, 
 !! = 2! = 3! (5.18) 
where c is the Tresca criterion coefficient and k is the Von Mises criterion coefficient.  The 
lower bound approach produces the following relation, 
 !!!! = (1+ !"#$) 1,!!!!!!!!!!!!"#$%&!!23 ,!!!!"#! "#$# (5.19) 
where  !! = !!!"  is the average force per contact area, and ! is the back-rake angle.  Next, they 
derive relations for cohesive-frictional materials: Mohr-Coulomb and Ducker-Prager.  Following 
the same criterion used for the purely cohesive materials, Bard and Ulm develop relations 
between the scratch hardness and uniaxial compressive strength for these material types. 
!!!! =
(1− sin! !)(1− !"#$)1− !"#$ 1− sin! ! cos! ! − !"#$ cos! ! ,!!!!!!!!! "ℎ! − !"#$"%&!!23 (1− sin! !)( 3− !)1+ !!3 − !"#$ 1+ !!2 − !! cos! ! − ! cos! ! ,!"#$%& − !"#$%"
 (5.20) 
where ! is the Mohr-Coulomb friction angle and α (< 3/4) is the Ducker-Prager friction 
coefficient.  A comparison with an upper bound yield design approach and three-dimensional 
finite element simulations validate the accuracy of the Bard and Ulm model. 
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Bard and Ulm conducted a series of scratch tests on cement paste and discovered that !! 
is not constant, but changes with projected area. However, the curve is linear for small values of 
the projected contact area. Therefore, Bard and Ulm define the scratch hardness as the initial 
slope of the !! − !!" curve. 
 !! = lim!!"→! !!!!" = !!!!!!" !!"→! (5.21) 
The !!-!!" curve is fitted with a second order polynomial.  The first order term represents the 
linear portion of the curve; this term defines the scratch hardness.   
Figure 5.2 displays the scratch test scaling !!  versus !!"  for the polymer-silica 
microcomposites tested in Chapter 4.  The figure displays a clear non-linear trend for larger 
projected load bearing areas.  Furthermore, a clear linear trend is seen for small projected load 
bearing areas.  Therefore, the Bard and Ulm strength-scaling model’s prediction of scratch test 
behavior matches the experimental observations in this study. 
 
Figure 5.2  Strength scaling mean horizontal force, !!, versus projected load bearing area, !!", for the polymer-silica microcomposites.  Each graph presents a series of scratch tests 
for six different blade widths (2.5 mm, 5 mm, 10 mm, 15 mm, 20 mm, and 25 mm) and six 
different penetration depths (2 mm, 4 mm, 6 mm, 8 mm, 10 mm, and 12 mm). The solid 
curve depicted on each graph represents the second order fitting polynomial, where the 
first order term gives the scratch hardness, !!. a) 1922-5 test results. b) 4000-5 test results. 
c) 4000CP01-5 test results. 
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5.3 FRACTURE PERSPECTIVE OF SCRATCH TESTS 
In 2011, Akono et al. [2] obtained the fracture toughness of paraffin wax using a three 
point bending test.  Then, they conducted a series of 55 scratch tests on paraffin wax.  Neglecting 
rate and thermal effects, dimensional analysis produced the following relation, 
 !!!!! ! = !!!!! ! ,
!!! ,!! ! (5.22) 
where !!  is the fracture toughness and E is the Young’s modulus.  They analyzed the data using 
the normalized scratch force presented in equation 5.22, !!/!!! !, versus w/d.  The results 
converged for w/d ratios greater than 2 at a horizontal asymptote of 2.  Next, Akono et al. 
utilized an energy-based approach to determine the energy release rate, which is the driving force 
in crack propagation.  The energy release rate was evaluated using the path independent J 
integral within the framework of linear elastic fracture mechanics for planar crack growth.  
Finally, the energy release rate was evaluated for the specific geometric case of a rectangular 
blade.  This energy release rate was then compared with the fracture energy, which are 
equivalent upon crack propagation.  Finally, they produced a relation to describe the asymptotic 
nature of fracture propagation observed during scratch testing. 
 !!!!! ! = 2 1+ 2 !! !! (5.23) 
The beauty of the above equation is its implications that the fracture toughness can be obtained 
from scratch tests directly.  For high width-to-depth ratios the equation converges to define the 
fracture toughness as,  
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 !! = !!! 2! (5.24) 
This equation matches the form discovered by Akono and Ulm [3], if the vertical force 
component is ignored.  In our testing apparatus, the scratch blade is set at a constant back-rake 
angle, ! = 0.  Therefore, according to Akono and Ulm [5], the mean horizontal force can be 
taken as the sole force component for analysis; so equation 5.24 is valid for our application.   
 Figure 5.3 depicts the fracture scaling of equation 5.24 versus w/d for the scratch test 
results in Chapter 4.  The trend towards a horizontal asymptote at high width-to-depth ratios 
confirms the behavior observed by Akono et al. [2].  A non-linear least squares approximation 
predicts the asymptotic fracture toughness for each specimen type.  The 4000CP01-5 composites 
exhibit the highest fracture toughness, and the 4000-5 composites display higher fracture 
toughness than the 1922-5 composites.  This observation aligns with the observations for 
horizontal forces at high width-to-depth ratios in Chapter 4. 
 
Figure 5.3  Fracture scaling of polymer-silica microcomposites.  Each graph presents a 
series of scratch tests for six different blade widths (2.5 mm, 5 mm, 10 mm, 15 mm, 20 mm, 
and 25 mm) and six different penetration depths (2 mm, 4 mm, 6 mm, 8 mm, 10 mm, and 
12 mm).  The solid line depicted on each graph represents the asymptotic non-linear least 
squares approximation for the fracture toughness as w/d approaches infinity, !!!. a) 1922-
5 test results. b) 4000-5 test results. c) 4000CP01-5 test results.  
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5.4 CHAPTER SUMMARY 
 Chapter 5 began with a dimensional analysis, which produced the key dimensional 
relations.  Next, we described the procedure for relating the scratch hardness to the uniaxial 
compressive strength for different material types through a lower bound approach.  Finally, we 
portrayed the key relations for connecting the horizontal scratch forces to the fracture toughness 
through the blade geometry.  Fully prepared to convert the scratch test data to compressive 
strength and fracture toughness, the next step is to prepare samples and conduct further 
experimental testing.  Chapter 6 details the sample preparation process and different 
experimental testing methods utilized in this study.   
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CHAPTER 6-POLYMER-SILICA MICROCOMPOSITE 
PREPARATION AND TESTING METHODS 
Adding rigid inclusions to softer materials has been a long-standing method for 
strengthening materials [50]. In recent work, the effect of many different types of strong 
inclusions has been tested. This includes wood [49], steel [59], rubber [51], and spherical 
micelles [52]. In this thesis, glass bead inclusions are utilized due to their nearly perfect spherical 
shape. In the late 90s early attempts were made to quantify the effect of spherical glass bead 
inclusions. Liang and Li discovered that glass beads were able to significantly improve the 
stiffness and toughness of polypropylene composites [27, 28].  Next, although there are some 
indications that coated glass beads produce better material properties, the consensus is not 
unanimous. In the 1999 Liang and Li study [28], two types of glass beads were analyzed: one 
uncoated and one coated with a coupling agent. The effect of the coupling agent was not 
significant. In 2012, Liang and Wu conducted a similar analysis [29]. Both types of glass beads 
produced increasing elastic moduli with increasing glass bead volume content. Contrary to the 
prior study, they showed that composites containing coated glass beads exhibited better 
interfacial adhesion and distribution of particles within the matrix. Furthermore, Zhang and Chen 
[60] conducted a study using uncoated glass beads in polypropylene and found that the particles 
were not distributed evenly and completely debonded during testing.  
In this study we develop a model material made of wax and spherical glass bead inclusions.  
Paraffin wax is chosen as the primary matrix material due to its quasi-brittle mechanics 
properties, thermal stability, and near linear elasticity [2].  Spherical inclusions are selected for 
their relatively rigid properties, compared with wax, and excellent spherical shape.  We develop 
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specimens containing different volume fractions of spherical glass bead inclusions, using both 
coated and uncoated glass beads.  This chapter presents the material preparation process and the 
experimental testing methods used to evaluate the effect of different inclusion volume fractions 
and the presence of a coating agent on polymer-silica microcomposites. 
6.1 TEST SPECIMEN COMPONENTS 
 All specimens are created in the SUNLab at the University of Illinois at Urbana-
Champaign.  The primary component within each specimen is a wax mixture.  The wax mixture 
is carefully prepared with three key ingredients purchased from Peak Candle Supplies (Peak 
Candle Supplies, Denver CO).  The wax mixture consists primarily of IGI 1343A paraffin wax, 2 
wt.% Vybar 260, and 1 wt.% Stearic Acid.  Engineered glass beads, generously donated by 
Potters Industries (Potters Industries LLC, Valley Forge PA), serve as spherical inclusions.  We 
select three different types of glass beads in this study: 1) SPHERIGLASS A Glass 4000 (4000), 
2) SPHERIGLASS A Glass 4000 CP01 (4000CP01), and 3) SPHERIGLASS A Glass 1922 
(1992).  The characteristics of each glass bead type are listed in Table 6.2. 
 A total of eight different variations of specimens are created: 1) the wax mixture alone 
(WM), 2) the wax mixture with 5% 4000 glass beads (4000-5), 3) the wax mixture with 10% 
4000 glass beads (4000-10), 4) the wax mixture with 20% 4000 glass beads (4000-20), 5) the 
wax mixture with 5% 4000CP01 glass beads (4000CP01-5), 6) the wax mixture with 10% 
4000CP01 glass beads (4000CP01-10), 7) the wax mixture with 20% 4000CP01 glass beads 
(4000CP01-20), and 8) the wax mixture with 5% 1922 glass beads (1922-5).  The volumetric 
percentages of materials in each specimen are listed in Table 6.1. 
 The proper volume fractions for mixing are determined carefully by experimental 
measurement.  In the SUNLab, we pour a cylinder consisting solely of the wax mixture.  The rod 
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poured has a diameter of 0.5 inches and a length of 1.493 inches.  Then, the rod is weighed on a 
digital scale; the rod weighs 3.68 grams.  Thus, the wax mixture contains a calculated specific 
gravity of 0.766 g/cm3.  This specific gravity value fits within the known range for the specific 
gravity of paraffin wax [36], which is the primary ingredient in the wax mixture.  The specific 
gravity of the glass beads is 2.5 g/cm3, as given by Potters Industries.   
Sample Name % Paraffin Wax % Vybar 260 % Stearic Acid % Glass Beads 
WM 97% 2% 1% 0% 
4000-5 92.15% 1.9% 0.95% 5% 
4000-10 87.3% 1.8% 0.9% 10% 
4000-20 77.6% 1.6% 0.8% 20% 
4000CP01-5 92.15% 1.9% 0.95% 5% 
4000CP01-10 87.3% 1.8% 0.9% 10% 
4000CP01-20 77.6% 1.6% 0.8% 20% 
1922-5 92.15% 1.9% 0.95% 5% 
Table 6.1  Volumetric material compositions of each of the eight sample types. 
Glass Bead Type Diameter Coating 
4000 20 µm None 
4000CP01 20 µm CP01 
1922 200 µm None 
Table 6.2  Properties of different glass bead types. 
6.2 PREPARATION OF WAX SPECIMENS FOR SCRATCH TESTING 
To perform macro scratch tests, sets of samples are prepared in the SUNLab.  This section 
highlights the preparation process.  The first step of the preparation process is to create a fully 
melted, uniformly proportioned, wax mixture. 
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1. We estimate the melting point of the wax mixture as approximately 50ºC.  To ensure full 
melting, a Memmert (Memmert, Frankfurt Germany) oven is set to 80ºC.  
2. Utilizing a chisel and a hammer, approximately 6 pounds of paraffin wax are cut and 
weighed on a digital scale.   
3. Vybar 260 is measured out carefully, on a digital scale, to make up 2% of the wax 
mixture by weight. 
4. Stearic Acid is carefully measured to make up 1% of the wax mixture by weight. 
5. To obtain aesthetically pleasing samples, we place Peak Candle Reddi Glow Candle Dye 
Chips into the mixture, at a rate of 1 chip per pound of wax, giving the mixture a pleasant 
light green color.  
6. The full mixture is placed into an aluminum pot and placed in the oven until fully melted, 
after approximately 12 hours. 
7. Throughout the melting process, periodic mixing with a plastic stirring rod ensures a 
uniform wax mixture. 
After the mixture has melted, six rectangular aluminum molds, designed and fabricated in-house, 
are assembled to hold and form the samples. 
1) Each mold is carefully cleaned with a paper towel and some cleaning solution to prevent 
any residue buildup. 
2) A thin layer of Jet Lube (Jet Lube Inc., Houston TX) Water Based Rubber Lubricant is 
applied along the sides of each mold.  The lubricant keeps the samples from clinging to 
the mold, preventing damage to both the samples and the molds. 
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Figure 6.1  Aluminum pot filled with the fully melted wax mixture after 12 hours in the 
Memmert oven (Credits: SUNLab UIUC 2014). 
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Figure  6.2 a) Aluminum mold prior to assembly (Credits: SUNLab UIUC 2014). b) 
Completed rectangular aluminum mold that is ready for pouring (Credits: SUNLAB UIUC 
2014). 
a)#
b)#
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3) Each mold consists of two pieces.  Since small gaps exist when placing the pieces 
together, plastic wrap is placed between the gaps.  The plastic wrap provides a cheap and 
simple solution for ensuring waterproof aluminum molds.  
4) Six bolts and fasteners, purchased from McMaster-Carr, lock the pieces of each mold in 
place, forming a strong rectangular cage to pour the wax in. 
5) Each mold is placed onto a flat metal tray holding about 1 inch of water.  The tray with 
water serves a dual purpose: (1) It decreases the cooling time for the wax and (2) catches 
any wax that seeps out of the molds, simplifying the cleaning process.  
The final phase of the sample preparation process is to add any glass bead inclusions and pour 
the completed mixture into the aluminum molds. 
1) After removing the pot of melted wax from the oven, the wax is carefully stirred using 
the plastic stirring rod. 
2) A specified amount of glass beads and wax mixture are poured into a plastic beaker.  The 
exact amounts specified for each sample are listed in Table 6.3.   
3) A glass rod stirs the ingredients to produce a homogenous mixture. 
4) Once the mixture reaches approximately 55ºC, during the stirring process, it is carefully 
poured into each individual mold.  The resulting samples have approximate dimensions 
of 3.5 in. x 1.92 in. x 4 in.   
5) After cooling for four hours, the samples are removed from the molds and prepared for 
testing. 
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Sample Name Weight of Wax Mixture Weight of Glass Beads 
WM 337.4 g 0 g 
4000-5 320.5 g 55.0 g 
4000-10 303.7 g 110.1 g 
4000-20 269.9 g 220.2 g 
4000CP01-5 320.5 g 55.0 g 
4000CP01-10 303.7 g 110.1 g 
4000CP01-20 269.9 g 220.2 g 
1922-5 320.5 g 55.0 g 
Table 6.3  Specified proportions of wax mixture and glass beads for each sample type. 
 
Figure 6.3  Melted wax mixture being poured into a rectangular aluminum mold (Credits: 
SUNLab UIUC 2014). 
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Figure 6.4  a) Completed rectangular samples ready for scratch testing (Credits: SUNLab 
UIUC 2014). b) Cylindrical specimens prior to cutting and cylindrical aluminum molds. 
 
6.3 SCRATCH TESTING 
 The macro scratch test consists of pushing a blade into a specimen at a specified 
penetration depth.  The SUNLab Macroscopic Scratch Test Device performs all of the 
experimental scratch testing for this study.  All scratch tests in this study are kinematically 
b)#
a)#
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controlled at a constant horizontal velocity of 60 mm/min.  Scratch test blades, designed in-
house, of six different widths (2.5 mm, 5 mm, 10 mm, 15 mm, 20 mm, and 25 mm) perform the 
actual scratching.  Each blade is used at five different penetration depths (1 mm, 1.5 mm, 2 mm, 
3 mm, and 4 mm).  In the experimental testing in Chapter 4, some compliance was found in the 
linear translation stage, which could lead to potential issues.  Therefore, we select a Newport 
UMR8.25 linear translation stage with a differential micrometer; which also allows for accurate 
depth readings, accuracy of 0.1 !m, at each penetration depth.  Two tests are performed for each 
width-depth combination, resulting in a total of 60 scratch tests per specimen type.   
 Labview provides complete control over each scratch test, and produces a text file at the 
end of each test.  These text files are analyzed using MATLAB. 
 
Figure 6.5  Scratch test being performed on a polymer-silica microcomposite sample 
(Credits: SUNLab UIUC 2014). 
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6.3.1 Strength Scaling of Scratch Tests 
Figures 6.6 and 6.7 display the relationship between mean horizontal force and the projected 
contact area.  The graphs show a strong linear trend for small values of the projected contact 
area, and then the trend becomes non-linear for larger values of the projected contact area.  
 
Figure 6.6  Strength scaling mean horizontal force, !!, versus projected load bearing area, !!", for the polymer-silica microcomposites containing uncoated glass beads.  Each graph 
presents scratch tests for six different blade widths (2.5 mm, 5 mm, 10 mm, 15 mm, 20 mm, 
and 25 mm) and five different penetration depths (1 mm, 1.5 mm, 2 mm, 3 mm, and 4 mm). 
The solid curve depicted on each graph represents the second order fitting polynomial, 
where the first order term gives the scratch hardness, !!. a) WM test results. b) 4000-5 test 
results. c) 4000-10 test results. d) 4000-20 test results. 
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Figure 6.7  Strength scaling mean horizontal force, !!, versus projected load bearing area, !!", for the polymer-silica microcomposites containing coated glass beads.  Each graph 
presents scratch tests for six different blade widths (2.5 mm, 5 mm, 10 mm, 15 mm, 20 mm, 
and 25 mm) and five different penetration depths (1 mm, 1.5 mm, 2 mm, 3 mm, and 4 mm). 
The solid curve depicted on each graph represents the second order fitting polynomial, 
where the first order term gives the scratch hardness, !!. a) WM test results. b) 4000CP01-
5 test results. c) 4000CP01-10 test results. d) 4000CP01-20 test results. 
 
This matches the trend found by Bard and Ulm [9] in their macro-scratch test analysis of rock 
strength. 
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6.3.2 Fracture Scaling of Scratch Tests 
Figures 6.8 and 6.9 display the fracture results for the macroscopic scratch tests.  The figures 
clearly exhibit a converging trend towards a horizontal asymptote with increasing w/d ratio.   
 
Figure 6.8  Fracture scaling of !!/! !"  versus w/d for the composites containing 
uncoated glass beads.  Each graph presents scratch tests for six different blade widths (2.5 
mm, 5 mm, 10 mm, 15 mm, 20 mm, and 25 mm) and five different penetration depths (1 
mm, 1.5 mm, 2 mm, 3 mm, and 4 mm).  The solid line depicted on each graph represents 
the asymptotic non-linear least squares approximation for the fracture toughness as w/d 
approaches infinity, !!!. a) WM test results. b) 4000-5 test results. c) 4000-10 test results. d) 
4000-20 test results. 
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Figure 6.9  Fracture scaling of !!/! !"  versus w/d for the polymer-silica 
microcomposites containing coated glass beads.  Each graph presents scratch tests for six 
different blade widths (2.5 mm, 5 mm, 10 mm, 15 mm, 20 mm, and 25 mm) and five 
different penetration depths (1 mm, 1.5 mm, 2 mm, 3 mm, and 4 mm).  The solid line 
depicted on each graph represents the asymptotic non-linear least squares approximation 
for the fracture toughness as w/d approaches infinity, !!! . a) WM test results. b) 
4000CP01-5 test results. c) 4000CP01-10 test results. d) 4000CP01-20 test results. 
 
Furthermore, this is the trend observed by Akono et al. [2] when testing paraffin wax specimens.  
The results show that the asymptotic trend holds for all polymer-silica microcomposites tested in 
this study. 
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6.4 SCANNING ELECTRON MICROSCOPY 
 The specimen morphology is observed via scanning electron microscopy (SEM).  Prior to 
imaging, the specimens undergo a careful preparation process.  First, the specimens are cut with 
an IsoMet Diamond Saw, purchased from Buehler (Buehler, Lake Bluff IL), using a cutting rate 
of 3 mm/min at 1000 RPM.  The diamond saw produces extremely flat surfaces.  Next, the 
samples are cleaned to remove any residue or debris from the cutting process, by sitting in a 
Branson (Branson Ultrasonics, Danbury CT) Ultrasonic Bath for 5 minutes.  After cleaning, the 
specimens are air dried and then placed in a vacuum-sealed container overnight.  Then, each 
sample is sputter coated prior to examination.  A JEOL (JEOL, Pleasanton CA) 6060LV 
scanning electron microscope performs all SEM imaging in this study.  The goal of the SEM is 
to confirm the shape and size of the spherical inclusions, to observe the morphology of each 
specimen and to observe the adhesion between the matrix and inclusion phases. 
The first goal of the imaging process is to confirm the shape and size of the spherical 
inclusions.  The SEM imaging confirms the spherical shape of the glass beads, verifying the 
relevance of the spherical inclusion approximation developed later in Part IV.  The inclusions’ 
diameters range from 5-45 !m, and a mean size of approximately 20 !m is appropriate. The size 
and spherical shape of the glass beads are verified in Figure 6.10. 
Two major comparisons are examined in Figure 6.11 and Figure 6.12: (1) The difference 
in surface morphology with increasing glass bead volume content and (2) the difference in 
bonding between polymer-silica composites containing coated and uncoated glass bead 
inclusions.  Figure 6.11 shows that the amount of spherical glass beads increases from the 
4000CP01-5 composite to the 4000CP01-10 composite to the 4000CP01-20 composite, as 
expected.  The particles appear to be well distributed, but not perfectly homogeneous.  The 
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surfaces are well formed for 5% and 10% glass bead volume fraction.  At 20% volume fraction, 
the surface becomes rougher.  This is not surprising because the specimens did not cast as well 
for this inclusion content.  Also, we observe direct contact between several of the particles.  The 
poorer surface morphology at 20% inclusion volume fraction can cause inferior material 
properties.  Figure 6.12 shows that the bonding between coated glass beads and the wax mixture 
is excellent.  For the uncoated glass beads, some debonding is discovered around the inclusion.  
The better bonding exhibited by the coated glass beads could lead to superior composite material 
properties. 
 
Figure 6.10  A single 4000CP01 glass bead imaged under scanning electron microscopy; the 
single glass bead is embedded within the wax mixture.  The image depicts the nearly 
perfect spherical shape exhibited by the glass beads.  In addition, the measured diameter 
(measured using the circle surrounding the inclusion presented on the image) of 21.9 !m 
agrees well with the estimated average diameter of 20 !m. 
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Figure 6.11  SEM imaging comparison of the sample surface morphology for different 
inclusion volume fractions. a) 4000CP01-5 specimen. b) 4000CP01-10 specimen. c) 
4000CP01-20 specimen. 
a)#
b)#
c)#
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Figure 6.12  SEM imaging comparison of the bonding for both coated and uncoated glass 
beads. a) Close-up view of a single 4000 glass bead. b) Close-up view of a single 4000CP01 
glass bead. c) Several 4000 glass beads scattered throughout the wax mixture. d) Several 
4000CP01 glass beads scattered throughout the wax mixture. 
 
6.5 UNIAXIAL COMPRESSION TESTING 
 Compression tests provide important information on many different material properties 
such as the Young’s modulus and uniaxial compressive strength.  The specimens for 
compressive testing are cast using the same procedure as for scratch testing, except that the wax 
is poured into 1/2 in. diameter aluminum cylinders.  After cooling, each cylinder is cut into 1 in. 
long samples using a table saw from McMaster-Carr. 
a) b)
c) d)
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An Instron (Instron, Norwood MA) Universal Testing Machine performs all the 
compression testing in this study.  As specified in ASTM D695 [8], a recommended method of 
testing for composite matrix materials according to ASTM D4762 [7], a total of 5 tests are run 
for each specimen type at a rate of 1.3 mm/min until the yield point is reached; then, the speed 
increases to 5 mm/min until breaking.  The Young’s modulus and compressive strength are 
calculated from the resulting stress-strain curve. 
 
Figure 6.13  Instron experimental compression test setup.  A cylindrical test sample is 
displayed, prior to testing. 
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Figure 6.14  True stress versus true strain curves obtained via uniaxial compression testing.  
The graphs above show the results of one test for each specimen type. a) Polymer-silica 
microcomposites with coated inclusions (WM, 4000CP01-5, 4000CP01-10, and 4000CP01-
20). b) Polymer-silica microcomposites with uncoated inclusions (WM, 4000-5, 4000-10, 
and 4000-20). 
 
6.6 CHAPTER SUMMARY 
 In this chapter, we began with a detailed description of the material preparation process.  
The preparation process was used to develop a set of polymer-silica microcomposites containing 
different types of inclusions, coated and uncoated, for different inclusion volume fractions, 0%, 
5%, 10%, and 20%.  Next, we described the testing process involved in characterizing the 
material properties of each specimen.  The testing methods used in this study are macroscopic 
scratch testing, uniaxial compression testing, and scanning electron microscopy.  The final step 
in our methodology is to develop theoretical predictions of the elastic modulus and fracture 
toughness of each composite type.  This is the focus of Chapter 7. 
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Part IV   
Linear Homogenization Theory 
 Micromechanics is the analysis of composite materials on their individual component 
level.  The father of this powerful tool is J.D. Eshelby, who solved the problem of a spherical 
inclusion within a matrix in 1957 [17].  Since then, many prominent scientists, such as Mori and 
Tanaka [35] and Hill [24], developed micromechanics-based models for the determination of 
composite material properties.  Historically these models have been particularly useful in solving 
systems with ellipsoidal inclusions.  Furthermore, this technique has been applied to many 
different fields of engineering, such as geomechanics, biomechanics, and concrete materials 
research.  Due to their long history and range of use, the development of micromechanics-based 
models is a key step in the accurate prediction of multi-phase composite material properties. This 
part develops a rigorous micromechanics-based technique to accurately estimate the elastic 
moduli and fracture toughness of polymer-silica microcomposites. 
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CHAPTER 7-LINEAR ELASTIC HOMOGENIZATION OF 
MULTI-PHASE COMPOSITES 
 Experimental testing can prove both time-consuming and costly.  Instead, accurate 
predictive models can be used to replace experimental tests in many cases, so as to save 
significant time and money.  Several authors have developed theoretical predictive models to 
estimate the properties of multi-phase materials.   
In 1993, Herve and Zaoui [23] extended the Christenson-Lo theory [13] for a three-phase 
model to an n-layered inclusion-based micromechanical model, to solve for the elastic moduli.  
In 1999, Li et al. [26] developed a two-phase micromechanical model to predict the elastic 
modulus of asphalt concrete.  Constantinides and Ulm [14] investigated the effect of two types of 
calcium-silicate-hydrate that are found in cementitious materials.  Then, the material properties 
and volume fractions of the calcium-silica-hydrate phases are used to develop a micromechanics-
based two-step homogenization scheme for predicting the elastic properties of cement pastes. In 
this thesis, we seek to add to the library of linear elastic predictive models, looking in particular 
at the elastic properties of polymer-silica microcomposites. 
In 2011, Bower and Ortiz [10] investigated the effect of adding small amounts of tough 
particles to solids, and they developed a theoretical model in order to predict the composite 
fracture toughness.  This model assumes that the particles have constant size and perfectly 
homogeneous distribution, and that the toughening effect is based upon the inclusion radius as 
well as the average distance between inclusions.  Lawn et al. [25] developed theoretical K-field 
relations for crack propagation within a homogeneous ceramic matrix containing a second phase 
of bridging particles. Carpinteri et al. [12] attempted to model the effect of composition through 
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the law of mixtures.  Raveendran et al. [42, 43] developed effective fracture toughness bounds 
for two-phase composite materials, considering the fracture toughness of the matrix and the 
fracture toughness of the inclusions.  They show that the bounds are effective for a wide range of 
material combinations; however, they never consider the case where the fracture toughness of the 
inclusion is much larger than the fracture toughness of the matrix, !!" ≫ !!".  To apply the 
Raveendran upper and lower bounds, we assume an inclusion fracture toughness of 0.75 MPa ! 
[21] for the soda-lime glass inclusions in this study.  These bounds are compared with our 
Chapter 6 experimental results.  The results show that the Raveendran upper and lower bounds 
do not capture the experimental data in this study.  Therefore, we must use another technique to 
predict the effect of inclusion content on polymer-silica microcomposites.   
 
Figure 7.1  Plot of the Raveendran Upper Bound and Lower Bound estimates for composite 
fracture toughness, !!!"#, with increasing volume fraction, !!, versus the experimental 
results for composites containing uncoated (4000) and coated (4000CP01) inclusions. 
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This chapter develops a linear elastic predictive model for the effect of inclusion content 
on the elastic modulus and fracture toughness of polymer-silica microcomposites. 
7.1 MULTI-PHASE HOMOGENIZATION OF THE STIFFNESS TENSOR 
 In 2008, Benjamin Gathier [20] and Matthieu Vandamme [57] developed an estimation 
scheme for the homogenized stiffness tensor. To obtain a linearization of the localization tensor, 
they looked exclusively at the displacement boundary condition.  In this condition, a 
displacement was applied at the boundary !" for a fixed macroscopic strain, E(X).  
 ξ = ! ∙ !!!!!!!!!!!!!"!!"!!! (7.1) 
Where X represents the macroscopic position quantity, x represents the microscopic position 
quantity, and !  is the representative volume element (RVE) centered at point X.  The 
homogenization problem was linear so the microscopic strain, !(!), could be related directly to 
the macroscopic strain. 
 ! ! = ! ! :! (7.2) 
Where !(!) is the 4th order strain concentration tensor.  Then, using the classical mechanics 
definition for the microscopic stress, ! ! , in terms of the 4th order elasticity tensor, ℂ(!), they 
obtained,  
 ! ! = ℂ(!):! ! :! (7.3) 
Therefore, the macroscopic stress could be expressed as, 
 ! = ! ! ! = ℂ(!):! ! !:! (7.4) 
The homogenized stiffness tensor, ℂ!!", was defined as the link between the macroscopic stress 
and the macroscopic strain for a multi-phase composite. 
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 ! = ℂ!!":! (7.5) 
Comparing equations 7.4 and 7.5 revealed the relation for the homogenized stiffness tensor. 
 ℂ!!" =: ℂ(!):! ! ! (7.6) 
7.2 MULTI-PHASE HOMOGENIZATION OF STRAIN AND STIFFNESS 
FOR A MATRIX EMBEDDED WITH SPHERICAL INCLUSIONS 
Our determination of the homogenized stiffness and strain for a matrix material 
containing inclusions is built upon Eshelby’s isolated inclusion problem [17].  The Eshelby 
formulation considers an infinite medium with constant elasticity tensor, ℂ!, that is embedded 
with an isolated ellipsoidal inclusion with constant elasticity tensor, ℂ!.  A uniform strain at 
infinity, !, is applied.  Within the domain occupied by the inclusion, !!, the strain field is 
constant and the strain inside the inclusion can be discovered. 
 ∀!!!!,!!!!!! ! = !+ ℙ!: ℂ! − ℂ! !!:!!!!!!!!! (7.7) 
With, 
 ℙ! = !!:ℂ!!!!!!!!!! (7.8) 
Where ! is the symmetric fourth order identity tensor, and !! is the fourth order Eshelby tensor.  
In particular, for a spherical inclusion embedded in a linear isotropic matrix of elastic constants, !! and !!, the Eshelby tensor reads,  
 !! = 3!!3!! + 4!! !+ 65 !! + 2!!3!! + 4!!!!!!!!!! (7.9) 
Here !! is the bulk modulus of the reference medium and !! is the shear modulus of the 
reference medium.  ! and ! are fourth order tensors defined by, 
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 ! = 13 !⨂! (7.10) 
 ! = !− ! (7.11) 
Where I is the second order identity tensor.  For the case of an isotropic reference medium, 
 !ℂ! = 3!!!+ 2!!! (7.12) 
Therefore, ℙ! becomes: 
 ℙ! = 13!! + 4!! !+ 35!! !! + 2!!3!! + 4!!! (7.13) 
 In the polymer-silica composites, the wax mixture is the predominant component that 
acts as a clear matrix phase.  Therefore, it is appropriate to adopt the Mori Tanaka scheme [35].  
In the Mori Tanaka scheme, the reference phase is assigned the reference stiffness tensor, ℂ!.  
Then each inclusion phase, N total phases, is assigned an elasticity tensor, ℂ!.  The Eshelby 
solution assumes that there is no interaction between inclusions.  This assumption is applicable 
for small inclusion volume fractions.  However, for large inclusion volume fractions this 
interaction can lead to significant error.  To account for the interaction between inclusions, we 
consider the RVE to be subjected to a screening field, !, which is an auxiliary strain [20].  
Therefore, the mean strain in each phase can be written. 
 ! ! !! = !+ ℙ!: ℂ! − ℂ! !!:!! (7.14) 
Next, we enforce the relation ! ! ! = ! to solve for the screening field. 
 !! = !!!!!! !+ ℙ!: ℂ! − ℂ! !!
!! :! (7.15) 
Where !! is the volume fraction of each phase i.  Therefore, the mean strain in each phase can be 
rewritten as: 
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 ! ! !! = !+ ℙ!: ℂ! − ℂ! !!: !!!!!! !+ ℙ!: ℂ! − ℂ! !!
!! :! (7.16) 
Based on the results of equation 7.2 and equation 7.16, the mean concentration tensor in each 
phase is obtained. 
 ! ! !! = !+ ℙ!: ℂ! − ℂ! !!: !!!!!! !+ ℙ!: ℂ! − ℂ! !!
!!
 (7.17) 
Finally, we derive the homogenized stiffness, based on equation 7.6 and equation 7.17. 
 ℂ!!" = !!!!!! ℂ!: !+ ℙ!: ℂ! − ℂ! !! : !!!!!! !+ ℙ!: ℂ! − ℂ! !!
!!
 (7.18) 
7.3 TWO-PHASE COMPOSITE STRAIN HOMOGENIZATION 
 The polymer-silica microcomposites are composed of a reference matrix phase, the wax 
mixture, and an inclusion phase, the spherical glass beads.  The material symbols referring to 
each phase are listed Table 7.1 
Characteristics Wax Mixture (Matrix Phase) Glass Beads (Inclusion Phase) 
Elasticity Tensor ℂ! ℂ! 
Volume Fraction !! !! 
Bulk Modulus !! !! 
Shear Modulus !! !! 
Table 7.1  Material characteristic symbols for the matrix phase, wax mixture, and inclusion 
phase, glass beads, for the polymer-silica microcomposites. 
 
The first step in the two-phase derivation is to calculate the screening field, !, that is applied to 
the RVE.   
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 !! = !!!!!! !+ ℙ!: ℂ! − ℂ! !!
!! :! (7.19) 
The wax mixture and the glass bead phases are both assumed to exhibit isotropic material 
behavior.  Therefore, the elasticity tensor in each phase reads: 
 !ℂ! = 3!!!+ 2!!! (7.20) 
Applying equation 7.20 and 7.13 to equation 7.19, the solution for the screening field for the 
polymer-silica microcomposites reads, 
 !! = !":!+ !":! (7.21) 
Where, 
 !! = !! + !! 1+ 3 !! − !!3!! + 4!! !! !! (7.22) 
 ! = !! + !! 1+ 6 !! − !!5!! !! + 2!!3!! + 4!! !! !! (7.23) 
7.4 TWO-PHASE COMPOSITE ELASTIC MODULI HOMOGENIZATION 
 The derivation of the homogenized elastic moduli stems from homogenized stiffness 
tensor.  To assist in the derivation, we define a fourth order tensor ℝ!. 
 !ℝ! = !+ ℙ!: ℂ! − ℂ! !! (7.24) 
Then, for the two-phases, 
 !ℝ! = 3!!!!+ 2!!!! (7.25) 
Where, 
 !!!! = 13 3!! + 4!!3!! + 4!!  (7.26) 
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 !!! = 52 !! 3!! + 4!!!! 9!! + 8!! + 6!! !! + 2!!  (7.27) 
Then, 
 ! !!ℝ!!!!!
!! = 3!!!!!!!!!
!! !+ 2!!!!!!!!!
!!! (7.28) 
 !!ℂ!:ℝ!!!!! = 9!!!!!!!!!!! !+ 4!!!!!!!!!!! ! (7.29) 
Finally, the results of equation 7.28 and 7.29 are plugged into equation 7.18 to produce a relation 
for the homogenized stiffness tensor of a two-phase material containing spherical inclusions. 
 !ℂ!!" = 3 !!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!! !+ 2 !!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!! ! (7.30) 
Assuming that the two-phase composite acts as an isotropic material, the homogenized stiffness 
tensor can also be written as: 
 !ℂ!!" = 3!!!"!+ 2!!!"! (7.31) 
Comparing equation 7.30 and equation 7.31 produces direct relations for the homogenized elastic 
moduli. 
 !!!!" = !!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!  (7.32) 
 !!!" = !!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!  (7.33) 
The spherical glass bead inclusions are expected to have a much higher elastic modulus 
than the wax mixture matrix.  Therefore, it may be an appropriate to assume that the glass beads 
act as rigid inclusions (i.e. !! →, !! →).  In the rigid inclusions case, the homogenized 
equations for the elastic moduli simplify: 
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 !!!"!!" = 13 3!! + 4!!!!1− !!  (7.34) 
 !!"!!" = 16 9!! + 6 !! + 8!! + 12 !! !!1− !! !! + 2!!  (7.35) 
7.5 HOMOGENIZATION OF THE FRACTURE TOUGHNESS OF TWO-
PHASE COMPOSITES 
 The homogenized fracture toughness is obtained through a linear elastic energy 
formulation.  Within the framework of fracture mechanics, the energy release rate, G, is defined, 
 !! = −!"!" (7.36) 
Where U is the system potential energy and ! is the fracture surface. The change in potential 
energy can be defined as, 
 !!" = ! + − !(−) (7.37) 
Where !(+) and !(−) are the potential energy before and after, respectively, propagation of a 
crack.  Upon the propagation of a crack, the potential energy is completely released (i.e. ! − → 0) in order to create new surfaces.  Then, in the absence of applied forces, !" is 
equivalent to the free elastic energy density, !, stored within a material volume, V, surrounding 
the crack tip prior to crack propagation.  
 !!" = !(+) = !"#!  (7.38) 
To completely define the energy release rate relation in equation 7.36, the free elastic energy 
density must be explicitly defined.  To determine the change in energy release rate of two-phase 
composites, we need the free elastic energy density within the matrix and within the 
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homogenized composite.  The free elastic energy density within the matrix, !!, is defined by 
classical continuum mechanics: 
 ! ! = 12! ∙ ℂ!:! (7.39) 
The scratch test analysis performed by Akono et al. [2] showed that the fracture toughness 
obtained from scratch tests for high width-to-depth ratios agrees with the fracture toughness 
obtained from a three-point bending test.  The three-point bending test simulates a mode I type 
failure.  Further, our in-lab observation of the scratch testing process revealed that the primary 
failure mode in scratch testing appears to be mode I for high width-to-depth ratios.  Therefore, 
the applied strain, E, is idealized as a uniaxial tensile strain, !.  For this case, the free energy 
density of the matrix within a two-phase composite reads: 
 ! ! = 12 !!!! + 23 !!!! !! (7.40) 
The free energy density of the homogenized composite material is obtained using the 
homogenized stiffness tensor defined in equation 7.31.   
 ! !!" = 12 !!!" + 23 !!!" !! (7.41) 
Therefore, we can define the energy release rate in the matrix, !!, and within the homogenized 
composite, !!!".   
 !G! = − !!!!!!!!!  (7.42) 
 G!!" = − !!!"!!!!"!!!"!!!"  (7.43) 
Where !! is the matrix material volume, !!!" is the homogenized composite material volume, !! is the fracture surface within the matrix material, and !!!" is the fracture surface within the 
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homogenized composite.  In our formulation, we assume the fracture surface of the homogenized 
material is equivalent to the fracture surface of the matrix.  Therefore, 
 !!!"!! = !!!"!!!"!!!!  (7.44) 
 
 Figure 7.2  a) Schematic drawing of a two-phase composite with a crack opening subjected 
to an applied tensile strain, !.  This type of crack propagation defines the mode I failure 
type.  The material is made up of a matrix phase embedded with spherical inclusions. b) 
Scratch test performed with a high w/d ratio on a polymer-silica microcomposite.  This 
image highlights the mode I fracture process during scratch testing (Credits: SUNLab 
UIUC 2014). 
 
Upon crack propagation, the energy release rate, G, is equivalent to the fracture energy, !!, 
required to create a unit crack surface (i.e. ! = !!) [5].  Then, 
𝜖
𝜖
a)# b)#
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 G!!"!! = !!!!"!!!  (7.45) 
Where !!!!" is the fracture energy of the composite material and !!! is the fracture energy of the 
matrix material.  Within the limit of linear elastic fracture mechanics, the fracture energy can be 
directly related to the fracture toughness. 
 !! = 1− !!! !!! (7.46) 
The RVE, !, is selected as the material volume surrounding the crack tip.  Finally, the results of 
equations 7.44, 7.45, and 7.46 produce a direct relation for the homogenized fracture toughness. 
 !!!!" = !!!"(1− !!)!! 1− !!!1− !!!"! !!!!"!! !!" !! (7.47) 
Where !!!" is the Poisson’s ratio of the homogenized material, !! is the Poisson’s ratio of the 
matrix and !!!" is the Young’s modulus of the homogenized material. 
7.6 CHAPTER SUMMARY 
 In this chapter we began by laying out a micromechanics-based Mori Tanaka linear 
homogenization scheme for estimating the strain in each phase and the homogenized elasticity 
tensor for multi-phase composites containing spherical inclusions.  This is a rigorous scheme that 
can be extended to N-phases and different values of the aspect ratio.  Next, we derived the strain 
in each phase for a two-phase composite.  Then, the homogenized elasticity tensor is utilized to 
determine the homogenized elastic moduli for two-phase composites containing spherical 
inclusions.  In addition, the solution for the case of rigid inclusions is derived.  The derivation of 
these moduli is beneficial because classical continuum mechanics allows for direct conversion 
from the bulk modulus, !, and shear modulus, !, to the Young’s modulus, E, and the Poisson’s 
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ratio, !; these two material characteristics play a critical role in characterizing a material’s elastic 
properties.  Finally, we employ an energy-based approach to determine the homogenized fracture 
toughness of a two-phase composite containing spherical inclusions. 
 The final goal of this thesis is to apply the theory presented to our experimental results 
presented in Chapter 6.  This is the focus of Chapter 8.  
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Part V   
Application 
 Part III detailed rigorously derived relations, by prior research, between material 
properties, such as the compressive strength and the fracture toughness, and the scratch test data.  
Chapter 8 begins by examining these developments; looking particularly at the effects of 
inclusion content and the presence of a coating agent on the polymer-silica microcomposites in 
this study.  Next, Chapter 8 utilizes the theory developed in Part IV to predict the corresponding 
Young’s modulus and fracture toughness of the polymer-silica microcomposites for different 
inclusion volume fractions. Finally, Part V concludes with a summary of the results, limitations, 
and future perspectives in Chapter 9. 
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CHAPTER 8-SCRATCH TEST RESULTS ON SILICA-
REINFORCED POLYMER MICROCOMPOSITES 
8.1 STRENGTH APPROACH TO SCRATCH TESTS 
8.1.1 Scratch Test Results 
From Table 8.1, it can be seen that the addition of spherical inclusions increases the 
hardness of all specimen types.  Further, the hardness increases with increasing glass bead 
volume fraction.  The hardness of the 4000-5 and 4000CP01-5 composites increases by 6.75% 
and 7.98% respectively, compared to the unfilled WM specimens.  The hardness of the 4000-10 
and 4000CP01-10 composites increases by 15.34% and 18.40% respectively, compared to the 
unfilled WM specimens.  The hardness of the 4000-20 and 4000CP01-20 composites increases 
by 34.66% and 44.79% respectively, compared to the unfilled WM specimens.  The increase in 
scratch hardness at all levels is significant. 
Specimen Type !! (MPa) 
WM 3.26±0.17 
4000-5 3.48±0.20 
4000-10 3.76±0.22 
4000-20 4.39±0.31 
4000CP01-5 3.52±0.22 
4000CP01-10 3.86±0.22 
4000CP01-20 4.72±0.40 
Table 8.1  Table of experimental material hardness values, !!, obtained via macroscopic 
scratch testing in Chapter 6.   
  
 The results in Table 8.1 show that the coated inclusions produce composites with higher 
hardness values.  The 4000CP01-5 composites display 1.15% higher hardness than the 4000-5 
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composites.  The 4000CP01-10 composites display 2.66% higher hardness than the 4000-10 
composites.  The 4000CP01-20 composites display 7.52% higher hardness than the 4000-20 
composites.  The difference in hardness is closest at the smallest volume fraction, 5%, and 
largest at the highest inclusion volume fraction, 20%.  The results suggest that the presence of a 
coupling agent is beneficial to the enhancement of scratch hardness.  This is likely due to 
improvement in the interfacial adhesion, as seen in the SEM images. 
8.1.2 Uniaxial Compressive Strength Results 
 The uniaxial compressive strength and Young’s modulus are calculated from the stress-
strain curves resulting from each uniaxial compression test.  The uniaxial compressive strength, !!, results are found in Table 8.2.  The results show that uniaxial compressive strength increases 
with increasing glass bead volume fraction.  The compressive strength of the 4000-5 and 
4000CP01-5 composites increases by 8.85% and 17.2%, respectively, compared to the unfilled 
WM composites.  The compressive strength of the 4000-10 and 4000CP01-10 composites 
increases by 26.6% and 30.7%, respectively, compared to the unfilled WM composites.  The 
compressive strength of the 4000-20 and 4000CP01-20 composites increases by 52.6% and 
53.1%, respectively, compared to the unfilled WM composites.  
The results show that composites with coated glass beads produce higher uniaxial 
compressive strength values, in general, than composites with uncoated glass beads.  The 
compressive strength of the 4000CP01-5 composites is 7.66% higher than the 4000-5 
composites.  The compressive strength of the 4000CP01-10 composites is 3.29% higher than the 
4000-10 composites.  The compressive strength of the 4000CP01-20 composites is 0.34% higher 
than the 4000-20 composites.  Therefore, the difference in the compressive strength is most 
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significant for the smallest value of glass bead content, 5%, and least significant for the highest 
value of glass bead content, 20%. 
Specimen Type Test #1 
(MPa)  
Test #2 
(MPa) 
Test #3 
(MPa) 
Test #4 
(MPa) 
Test #5 
(MPa) 
Compressive 
Strength, !! (MPa)  
WM 1.87 1.59 2.31 2.21 1.62  1.92±0.33 
4000-5 1.96 1.99 2.26 2.32 1.93 2.09±0.18 
4000-10 2.21 2.45 2.36 2.62 2.51 2.43±0.16 
4000-20 2.82 2.94 3.03 2.80 3.07 2.93±0.12 
4000CP01-5 2.26 2.45 2.13 2.43 1.99 2.25±0.20 
4000CP01-10 2.71 2.35 2.69 2.44 2.36 2.51±0.18 
4000CP01-20 2.71 2.80 2.95 3.54 2.71 2.94±0.35 
Table 8.2  Compression test compressive strength results.  A total of five compression tests 
were run for each specimen type.  The mean compressive strength, !!, is the average of 
these tests. 
 
 The experimental Young’s modulus values obtained from compression testing are 
presented in Table 8.3.  The Young’s modulus increases with increasing glass bead volume 
content.  The 4000-5 and 4000CP01-5 composites have 3.13% and 7.81%, respectively, higher 
Young’s moduli than the unfilled WM specimens.  The 4000-10 and 4000CP01-10 composites 
have 12.5% and 24.5%, respectively, higher Young’s moduli than the unfilled WM specimens.  
The 4000-20 and 4000CP01-20 composites have 45.8% and 42.7%, respectively, higher Young’s 
moduli than the unfilled WM composites. 
 For smaller volume fractions, 5% and 10%, the composites with coated glass beads 
exhibit higher Young’s modulus values.   The 4000CP01-5 composite has a 4.54% higher 
Young’s modulus than the 4000-5 composite.  The 4000CP01-10 composite has a 10.6% higher 
Young’s modulus than the 4000-10 composite.  At 20% volume fraction the difference between 
the two is the least significant, and the specimens with uncoated glass beads exhibit a slightly 
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higher Young’s modulus.  The 4000-20 composite has a 2.2% higher Young’s modulus than the 
4000CP01-20 composite. 
Specimen Type Test #1 
(GPa) 
Test #2 
(GPa) 
Test #3 
(GPa) 
Test #4 
(GPa) 
Test #5 
(GPa) 
E 
(GPa) 
WM 0.168 0.251 0.213 0.174 0.152 0.192±0.040 
4000-5 0.177 0.149 0.264 0.150 0.247 0.198±0.055 
4000-10 0.254 0.184 0.192 0.224 0.227 0.216±0.028 
4000-20 0.321 0.329 0.265 0.229 0.257 0.280±0.043 
4000CP01-5 0.210 0.212 0.182 0.262 0.168 0.207±0.036 
4000CP01-10 0.223 0.310 0.252 0.235 0.174 0.239±0.049 
4000CP01-20 0.245 0.307 0.231 0.318 0.267 0.274±0.039 
Table 8.3  Compression test Young’s modulus results.  A total of 5 tests were run for each 
specimen type.  The Young’s modulus, E, of each polymer-silica microcomposite is the 
average of these five tests.  
 
8.1.3 Scratch Hardness Comparison with Uniaxial Compression Tests 
Table 8.4 compares the hardness to uniaxial compressive strength, !!/!!, ratios for the 
experimental results and the theoretical equations for the Tresca, Von Mises, and Mohr-Coulomb 
material types.  In this study, the value of !=0 because there is no back-rake angle in the scratch 
tests.  Therefore, the results for all three material types simplify to a set of constant ratios.  The 
experimental !!/!! ratio is at least 50% larger than the Tresca estimate, over 30% larger than 
the Von Mises estimate, and at least 50% larger than the Mohr-Coulomb estimate for all 
composite types.  Therefore, we conclude that the composite material compressive strength 
cannot be accurately modeled as a Tresca, Von Mises, or Mohr-Coulomb type material. 
 The final material relation presented is for the Ducker-Prager material.  The first question 
to answer is whether the model has the ability of producing !!/!! ratios greater than 1.5.  Figure 
8.1 displays the full range of !!/!! ratios for all possible values of the Ducker-Prager friction 
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coefficient, !, which must be less than 3/4.  The figure shows that the values of !!/!! extend 
beyond 2.29.  Therefore, the Ducker Prager model has the ability to produce the required !!/!! 
ratios in this study.  The next step is to determine the appropriate value of !.  To evaluate the 
homogenized value of !, it may be appropriate to use a Mori Tanaka scheme for rigid inclusions 
with perfect adherence conditions, as developed by Gathier [20]. !!/!! 
Specimen Type Experimental Tresca Von Mises Mohr-Coulomb 
WM 1.70 1.00 1.15 1.00 
4000-5 1.67 1.00 1.15 1.00 
4000-10 1.55 1.00 1.15 1.00 
4000-20 1.50 1.00 1.15 1.00 
4000CP01-5 1.56 1.00 1.15 1.00 
4000CP01-10 1.54 1.00 1.15 1.00 
4000CP01-20 1.61 1.00 1.15 1.00 
Table 8.4  Comparison of the experimental hardness to compressive strength, !!/!!, ratios 
with the theoretical ratios for the Tresca, Von Mises, and Mohr-Coulomb type materials. 
 
 !!!" = ! 1+ 32!!1− 43!!!! (8.1) 
The nature of the equation above produces an increasing ! as the fraction of rigid inclusions 
increases.  In the Ducker-Prager model, larger values of alpha produce larger !!/!!.  Since the 
experimental results show a consistently decreasing trend for the 4000-5, 4000-10, and 4000-20 
composites, it appears that the homogenized model does not fit the uncoated composites well.  
Therefore, the uncoated composites are not included in this analysis.  Looking exclusively at the 
4000CP01 results, a good fit can be produced using !=0.51 for the unfilled specimen.  Table 8.5 
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shows that the % difference between the experimental results and Ducker-Prager model for !!/!! is less than 2% for the 4000CP01-5, 4000CP01-10, and 4000CP01-20 composites.  The 
largest difference, using this value of !, is for the WM composite, with a % difference of 
10.97%.  Although not exact, this remains within the realm of experimental uncertainty.  For 
example, if the scratch tests overestimated the WM hardness by 5%, resulting in a correct 
hardness of 3.1 MPa, and the compression tests underestimated the uniaxial compressive strength 
by 5%, resulting in a correct compressive strength of 2.02 MPa, then !!/!! becomes 1.53.  This 
matches the Ducker-Prager estimate exactly for !=0.51.  Therefore, it is feasible that the Ducker-
Prager model can accurately predict the compressive strength of polymer-silica microcomposites 
containing coated inclusions directly from the scratch hardness. 
 
Figure 8.1  The corresponding hardness to compressive strength, !!/!!, ratios for all 
possible values of ! for a Ducker-Prager type material. 
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Specimen Type 
Experimental !!/!! !!!" Ducker-Prager !!/!! % Difference 
WM 1.70 0.51 1.53 10.97% 
4000CP01-5 1.56 0.52 1.55 1.12% 
4000CP01-10 1.54 0.54 1.57 -1.76% 
4000CP01-20 1.61 0.57 1.61 -0.06% 
Table 8.5  Comparison of the specimens with coated glass beads experimental hardness to 
compressive strength, !!/!!, ratios with the theoretical ratios for the Ducker-Prager type 
material.  The theoretical estimate shown here sets ! = !.!" for the theoretical unfilled 
specimen.   
 
8.2 FRACTURE APPROACH TO SCRATCH TESTS 
 Table 8.6 displays the experimental fracture toughness results.  The fracture toughness of 
the composites increases with increasing glass bead volume fraction.  The fracture toughness of 
the 4000-5 and 4000CP01-5 composites increases by 1.47% and 2.94%, respectively, compared 
to the unfilled WM specimens.  The fracture toughness of the 4000-10 and 4000CP01-10 
composites both increases by 14.71% compared to the unfilled WM specimens.  The fracture 
toughness of the 4000-20 and 4000CP01-20 composites increases by 19.12% and 23.53% 
respectively, compared to the unfilled WM composites. 
The difference between composites containing coated and uncoated glass beads is less 
obvious in this case.  The fracture toughness of the 4000CP01-5 composites is 1.45% higher than 
the 4000-5 composites.  The fracture toughness of the 4000-10 and 4000CP01-10 composites is 
equivalent.  The fracture toughness of the 4000CP01-20 composites is 3.70% higher than the 
4000-20 composites.  The composites made of the 4000CP01 glass beads never exhibit lower 
fracture toughness than the composites made of 4000 glass beads.  Despite this minor evidence 
that the coated inclusions produce tougher composites, the results are not conclusive. 
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Specimen Type !! (MPa !) 
WM 0.068±0.003 
4000-5 0.069±0.002 
4000-10 0.078±0.003 
4000-20 0.081±0.003 
4000CP01-5 0.070±0.003 
4000CP01-10 0.078±0.003 
4000CP01-20 0.084±0.004 
Table 8.6  Table of experimental material fracture toughness values, !!, obtained via 
macroscopic scratch testing in Chapter 6.  
 
8.3 HOMOGENIZATION 
8.3.1 Material Constants 
 Use of the homogenization scheme requires a set of initial material constants.  The 
fracture toughness of 0.068 MPa ! and the Young’s modulus of 0.192 GPA for the WM 
specimen are obtained experimentally.  The Poisson’s ratio is assumed to be 0.4, since the wax 
mixture consists primarily of paraffin wax [48].  Potters Industries provided the Young’s 
modulus, 68.95 GPa, and Poisson’s ratio, 0.21, of the glass beads. 
8.3.2 Young’s Modulus Homogenization 
 The estimated Young’s modulus using the Mori Tanaka linear homogenization scheme is 
compared with the experimental results for each composite.  The results show very strong 
agreement between the Mori Tanaka estimate and the experimental results.  Both the 
experimental results and the theoretical approximation exhibit a continuously increasing trend 
with increasing inclusion volume fraction.  Further, the difference between the theoretical 
prediction and the experimental results is less than 10% for all cases.  This difference is well 
within the range of experimental uncertainty, making the estimation strong for the polymer-silica 
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microcomposites used in this study.  The composites containing coated specimens tend to follow 
the trend better for lower inclusion volume fractions, 5% and 10%.  At the 20% inclusion volume 
fraction, the experimental results least closely match the theoretical predictions.  This is likely 
due to a decrease in the surface morphology quality at 20% volume fraction, which was observed 
in the SEM images.  
 
Figure 8.2  Homogenization of the Young’s modulus.  The graph plots the experimental 
results for composites with coated glass beads (4000CP01) and uncoated glass beads (4000), 
the Mori-Tanaka linear homogenization estimate (MT), and the Mori-Tanaka linear 
homogenization estimate with rigid inclusions case (MT-RC).  !! represents the volume 
fraction of glass beads. 
 
 Figure 8.2 shows that the agreement is excellent between the Mori Tanaka estimate using 
the exact Young’s modulus for the glass beads, !! → 68.95 GPa, and the Mori Tanaka estimate 
using the rigid inclusion assumption, !! →.  This near exact agreement demonstrates that the 
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simplifying assumption of rigid inclusions would be suitable for the polymer-silica 
microcomposites in this study. 
8.3.3 Fracture Toughness Homogenization 
 The Mori Tanaka linear homogenization estimate for the composite fracture toughness is 
compared with the experimental results in Figure 8.3.  The experimental results and the 
homogenization scheme both depict that the fracture toughness of the composites increases with 
inclusion volume fraction.  The agreement between the composites containing coated inclusions 
and the theoretical prediction is strong for all cases.  For all inclusion volume fractions, the 
difference between the fracture toughness for the composites containing coated inclusions is 
within the range of experimental uncertainty.  The composites containing uncoated inclusions do 
not match the theory as well.  At 10% volume fraction, the fracture toughness values match 
nearly exactly.  However, at 5% and 20% volume fractions the theoretical prediction remains 
outside the standard deviation for the experimental results.  This is likely due to the poorer 
adhesion of the uncoated glass beads, observed in the SEM imaging.  Therefore, performing an 
estimate with the assumption of perfect adhesion may not the best choice for the composites 
containing uncoated inclusions; instead, it may prove more appropriate to develop an 
approximation for imperfect bonding conditions.  This derivation is not examined in this thesis, 
but remains an avenue for future research. 
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Figure 8.3 Homogenization of the fracture toughness.  The graph plots the experimental 
results for composites with coated glass beads (4000CP01) and uncoated glass beads (4000), 
along with the Mori-Tanaka linear homogenization estimate (MT).  !! represents the 
volume fraction of glass beads. 
 
8.4 CHAPTER SUMMARY 
 This chapter presented the experimental and theoretical results.  First, the scratch 
hardness results displayed that the hardness of the polymer-silica microcomposites increased 
with inclusion volume content.  The composites containing coated inclusions performed better 
for all inclusion volume fractions, with respect to scratch hardness.  The Young’s modulus for 
each composite increased with inclusion volume fraction.  The Young’s modulus of the coated 
inclusions was higher for smaller inclusion volume fractions.  The Ducker-Prager material model 
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was able to convert the scratch hardness to uniaxial compressive strength for each specimen.  In 
addition, a Mori Tanaka technique assuming perfect adhesion and rigid inclusions had the 
potential to predict the increase in !!/!! ratios for the composites containing coated inclusions, 
given a specific !.  The composite fracture toughness increased with inclusion content.  The 
coated inclusions presented some improvement in fracture toughness, however this improvement 
was not significant.  The Mori Tanaka homogenization technique provided an excellent 
prediction for the Young’s modulus of each composite for all volume fractions.  In addition, the 
assumption of rigid inclusions proved an accurate simplifying assumption for the polymer-silica 
composites in this study.  Finally, the Mori Tanaka scheme for fracture toughness 
homogenization demonstrated its accuracy for the composites containing coated inclusions.  
Next, Chapter 9 provides a summary of the main findings, limitations, and some concluding 
remarks. 
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CHAPTER 9-CONCLUSION 
 For many years engineers have acknowledged the advantages of adding strong inclusions 
to weaker materials, however the characterization and prediction of the mechanical properties of 
multi-phase materials remains difficult.  This thesis presents the macroscopic scratch test as an 
economic and reliable means to characterize the fracture properties of polymer-silica 
microcomposites.  The micromechanics scheme herein forms a foundation for predicting the 
effect of inclusion content on the fracture and elastic properties of polymer-silica 
microcomposites.  This chapter summarizes the main findings and limitations of this thesis. 
9.1 MAIN FINDINGS 
The main findings of this study are summarized below. 
1) The scratch hardness varies linearly with the mean horizontal force for small values of 
the projected load bearing area.  This observation is in-line with the observation by Bard 
and Ulm [9].  As the projected load bearing area increases, the trend becomes non-linear 
and is well fit by a second-order polynomial.  Therefore, the technique for determining 
the scratch hardness appears to hold for the polymer-silica microcomposites in this study. 
2) The scaling of !!/! 2! approaches a horizontal asymptote for large width-to-depth 
ratios.  This is the same observation made by Akono et al. [2] when testing paraffin wax.  
This asymptotic behavior holds for all the polymer-silica microcomposites tested.  This 
technique is a formidable method for determining the effect of inclusion content on 
fracture toughness via macroscopic scratch testing. 
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3) Increasing inclusion content produces higher material properties for the scratch hardness, 
compressive strength, Young’s modulus, and fracture toughness.  This highlights the 
positive effect of adding strong inclusions to a weaker material. 
4) There is evidence that the presence of a coating agent on the glass bead inclusions 
produces superior composite properties.  The scratch hardness and compressive strength 
are higher using coated inclusions in all cases.  Next, the Young’s modulus for 
composites with coated inclusions is higher for 5% and 10% inclusion volume fraction.  
The fracture toughness is slightly higher for 5% and 20% volume fraction using coated 
inclusions.  Finally, the SEM images show that the coated inclusions exhibit superior 
bonding with the wax mixture.   
5) The Ducker-Prager material model presented by Bard and Ulm [9] is able to relate the 
compressive strength of the polymer-silica microcomposites to the scratch hardness.  
Within this model, the use of a Mori Tanaka estimation scheme assuming rigid inclusions 
and perfect adhesion has the potential to predict the effect of inclusion content on 
compressive strength for specimens containing coated inclusions.  However, the 
technique is not as useful for characterizing specimens containing uncoated inclusions.  
6) Our Mori Tanaka linear homogenization scheme yields accurate estimations for the 
Young’s modulus of all specimen types tested.  The model works best for the composites 
containing coated inclusions, especially at 5% and 10% volume fraction.  This is likely 
due to the model’s assumption of perfect adhesion, and the SEM images show that the 
adhesion is better using coated inclusions.  The accuracy of the model dips slightly for 
the 4000CP01-20 composite; this is likely due to the inferior specimen morphology 
discovered, via SEM, for 20% inclusion fraction. 
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7) Our Mori Tanaka linear homogenization scheme for predicting the material fracture 
toughness shows strong agreement with all polymer-silica microcomposites containing 
coated glass beads.  The composites with uncoated inclusions do not match up as well, 
likely due to the inferior adhesion found using uncoated inclusions. 
9.2 CURRENT LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE PERSPECTIVES 
The main limitations are summarized below. 
1) The models for characterizing the fracture toughness and compressive strength via 
macroscopic scratch testing are only applicable for linear elastic isotropic brittle 
materials.  The effect of plasticity or other failure processes are not taken into account.  
Further, the linear elastic fracture toughness estimate assumes a large width-to-depth 
ratio; there could be some error if the width-to-depth ratio tested was not large enough. 
2) There are several limitations to the linear homogenization scheme presented.  First, the 
scheme is only derived for the case of spherical inclusions.  However, the result can be 
extended for different values of the aspect ratio.  Second, the model does not account for 
the size of the inclusions.  This makes the scheme simple to use, but could lead to size 
effect errors.  Third, the model assumes perfect adhesion.  This assumption may not be 
accurate in many cases, and was observed to be less accurate for the composites 
containing uncoated inclusions in this study.  Fourth, the fracture surface of the matrix 
alone is assumed to be equivalent to the fracture surface of the homogenized composite.  
Fifth, the model assumes homogeneous linear elastic isotropic material behavior. 
This thesis presents an effective technique for characterizing and predicting the elastic and 
fracture properties of polymer-silica microcomposites.  Many avenues for future research have 
been opened up.  Among these are extending the macroscopic scratch test and linear 
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homogenization scheme to other complex materials, such as cortical bone and shale, and further 
developing the theory presented to include other aspects, such as imperfect bonding and size 
effects. 
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Part VI   
Appendices 
 The Appendices herein present information omitted from the main body of this thesis for 
the sake of brevity.  In Appendix A, we describe the pieces designed and fabricated at the 
University of Illinois specifically for the SUNLab Macroscopic Scratch Test Device.  Next, 
Appendix B presents a series of relations that are critical in evaluating the theoretical 
developments presented in Part IV.  Finally, the Appendices conclude in Appendix C with the 
MATLAB script used for applying the homogenization scheme to the polymer-silica 
microcomposites. 
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APPENDIX A-IN HOUSE DESIGNED PIECES FOR THE 
SUNLAB MACROSCOPIC SCRATCH TEST DEVICE 
 As mentioned in Chapter 2, several of the pieces required for the SUNLab Macroscopic 
Scratch Test Device are specific to the machine and unavailable for direct purchase.  Therefore, 
these pieces were designed and fabricated in-house at the University of Illinois.  In this section, 
the design of six key pieces is detailed: 1) An aluminum bracket to attach the load cells to the 
setup, 2) a 1 inch aluminum plate to attach the linear translation stage to the setup, 3) a specimen 
holding system, 4) a set of steel blades, 5), a 1/2 inch aluminum plate to hold the vertical arm, 
and 6) a 1/4 inch aluminum plate to prevent vertical compliance. 
 The aluminum bracket needs to carry the load cells and to attach to the aluminum t-
slotted framing system.  Therefore, we select an aluminum bracket from McMaster-Carr 
designed to fit the aluminum-framing members.  Then, a 0.52 in. hole is drilled in the student 
instrumentation workshop.  The load cells come equipped to attach via a 1/2 in. bolt; this bolt fits 
through the drilled hole and provides a simple solution for attaching the load cells to the framing 
system. 
 The linear translation stage is attached directly to the scratch test blades.  To pass the 
vertical forces endured by the blades to the load cells, the linear translation stage needs to attach 
to a vertical bearing; this vertical bearing was purchased from McMaster-Carr.  To pass the 
vertical forces properly, a 1 in. aluminum plate is designed with fourteen 1/4-20 threaded holes.  
The thick plate size allows the plate to endure large scratch forces and the threaded holes provide 
a direct connection to the linear translation stage and the vertical bearing.   
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Figure A.1  Aluminum bracket designed to attach the load cells to the t-slotted framing 
members.  The design change consisted of drilling a hole through the center to 
accommodate the 1/2 in. bolts that thread directly into the load cells. a) CAD drawing 
specifying size of hole and location. b) Completed aluminum bracket ready to attach to the 
load cell and aluminum t-slotted framing. 
 
 
Figure A.2  1 inch thick aluminum plate designed to attach the linear translation stage to a 
vertical bearing.  The plate was made 1 inch thick to accommodate large forces during 
scratch testing. a) CAD drawings of 1 inch plate. b) Completed 1 inch aluminum plate 
attached to the linear bearing and linear translation stage. 
 
a)# b)#
a)# b)#
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 The most complex piece designed in-house is the specimen holding system.  The 
specimen holding system needs to accommodate a variety of samples types, attach to the linear 
motion system, and hold the sample firmly in-place.  First, a 1-inch thick aluminum plate is 
designed to attach to the linear motion system.  A set of four 0.40 in. drilled holes allows for four 
0.375 in. bolts to attach the plate to the linear motion system.  The thick plate size permits the 
plate to absorb large forces.  In addition, six 1/4-20 threaded holes allow for the attachment of an 
additional plate; this plate can be designed specifically to each sample type.  Therefore, the 1 in. 
plate may be used for all sample types, and an additional plate fitting the specifications of each 
sample may be placed on top.  Therefore, we design a 1/4 in. thick aluminum plate to place on 
top of the 1 in. plate.  This plate is designed to attach to a series of aluminum brackets to hold the 
sample firmly in place; it does this through a set of eleven 1/4-20 threaded holes. Finally, when 
each bracket is placed on the plate, a set of three 1/4-20 threaded holes in each bracket allow the 
bolts to clamp the sample material.  This three-piece design easily connects to the linear motion 
system, possesses high strength, and holds the polymer-silica microcomposites firmly in-place.   
 To perform the actual scratch testing, we need to create a set of scratch test blades.  Steel 
is chosen as the material, to ensure that the blades have significantly higher hardness than the 
specimens.  Next, a 1/4 in. thick block of steel is milled at the bottom to create a 15 mm long, 
sharp rectangular blade.  For the scratch testing in this study, scratch test blades of six different 
widths (2.5 mm, 5 mm, 10 mm, 15 mm, 20 mm, and 25 mm) are designed and fabricated.   
 A vertical aluminum t-slotted framing arm in the SUNLab Macroscopic Scratch Test 
Device holds the scratch test blade, linear translation stage, and vertical load cell.  Further, this 
arm needs to pass forces into the horizontal load cell.  Therefore, the vertical arm is attached to a 
bearing purchased from McMaster-Carr.  To attach this arm, a 1/2 in. aluminum plate is 
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designed.  A total of four 0.28 in. holes allows for 1/4 in. bolts to attach to the bearing and eight 
1/4-20 threaded holes allows for the plate to hold the vertical framing arm using a system of 
aluminum brackets.  This plate provides a simple and sturdy means for holding the vertical frame 
arm in-place. 
 
Figure A.3  Specimen holder.  The specimen holder was designed to attached to the linear 
motion system and hold each polymer-silica microcomposite firmly in place. a) CAD 
drawing of 1 inch aluminum plate designed to attach directly to the linear motion system. 
b) CAD drawing of 1/4 in. aluminum plate designed to attach to the 1 inch plate. c) 
Aluminum bracket designed to attach to the 1/4 in. plate and has the threaded holes for 
bolts that can be used to clamp the sample firmly into place. d) Completed sample holding 
system. 
 
a) b)
c) d)
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Figure A.4  1/4 in. thick steel blades for macroscopic scratch testing. a) CAD design for the 
2.5 mm blade. b) Completed steel blades (w=2.5 mm, 5 mm, 10 mm, 15 mm, 20 mm, and 25 
mm).   
 
 
Figure A.5  1/2 in. aluminum plate designed to carry the vertical arm. a) CAD drawing of 
1/2 in. aluminum plate. b) Completed plate attached to the vertical arm by four aluminum 
brackets. 
 
 The vertical frame arm undergoes large vertical forces during scratch testing.  These 
forces can produce compliance, which undermines the accuracy of the scratch tests.  To prevent 
vertical compliance, we design a large 12 in. by 12 in. and 1/4 in. thick plate to hold the vertical 
arm steady.  The plate consists of forty 0.28 in. holes for bolts to form a strong connection with 
a)# b)#
a)# b)#
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the framing system.  In addition, four 0.20 in. holes connect to a linear rail, which is attached to 
the horizontal bearing to pass the horizontal forces.  The aluminum plate’s large size and many 
connections with the framing system effectively prevent vertical arm compliance during scratch 
testing. 
 
Figure A.6  1/4 in. aluminum top plate to prevent compliance by the overhanging vertical 
arm during scratch testing. a) CAD Drawing of plate. b) Completed 1/4 in. plate placed 
within the completed SUNLab Macroscopic Scratch Test Device.  
a)# b)#
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APPENDIX B-USEFUL RELATIONS FOR THE 
HOMOGENIZATION DERIVATION 
 This appendix chapter presents some useful mathematical relations derived to complete 
the linear homogenization derivation. 
B.1 RELATIONS FOR ! AND ! 
 ! and ! represent the spherical and deviatoric portions, respectively, of the symmetric 
fourth order identity tensor, !.  To accomplish the derivation in chapter 7, these fourth order 
tensors are defined in terms of the second order identity tensor, I, as: 
 !! = 13 !⊗ ! (B.1) 
 ! = !− 13 !⊗ ! (B.2) 
 !+! = ! (B.3) 
In the homogenization derivation, the tensors ! and ! act on the applied constant strain tensor E. 
 !!:! = 13 !"(!)! (B.4) 
 !:! = !− 13 !"(!)! (B.5) 
Then we find, 
 !: ! = ! (B.6) 
 !:! = ! (B.7) 
 !:! = !: ! = 0 (B.8) 
 !:! : !:! = 13 !" ! ! (B.9) 
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 !:! : !:! = ! ∙ !− 13 !" ! ! (B.10) 
 !:! : !:! = !:! : !:! = 0 (B.11) 
B.2 INVERSE OF a!+b! 
 To evaluate the inverse of !"+b!, for arbitrary constants a and b, we assume the solution 
reads: 
 !"+ !" !! = 1! !+ 1!! (B.12) 
The tensor multiplication of a fourth order tensor with its inverse will produce the fourth order 
identity tensor, !.  Therefore, if we can show that the assumption in equation B.12 produces this 
relation, then the assumed inverse must be the proper inverse. 
 !"+ !" : 1! !+ 1!! = !: !+!:! = !+! = ! (B.13) 
Thus, the inverse of a!+b! can be calculated by simply inverting the scalars a and b. 
B.3 TRACE AND INNER PRODUCT OF THE APPLIED STRAIN 
 In the free energy formulation in the linear homogenization scheme, the applied strain, E, 
is a uniaxial tensile strain. 
 ! = ! 0 00 0 00 0 0  (B.14) 
Therefore, 
 !" ! ! = !! (B.15) 
 ! ∙ ! = !! (B.16) 
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APPENDIX C-MATLAB SCRIPT FOR THE MORI TANAKA 
LINEAR ELASTIC HOMOGENIZATION SCHEME 
clear all; 
%%------------ Initial phases mechanical properties----------------- 
%% Mechanical properties of glass 
nu1=0.21; % Poisson's ratio, as given by Potter's Beads 
E1=68.95; % Young's modulus in GPa, as given by Potter's Beads 
kappa1=E1/(3*(1-2*nu1)); % bulk modulus for glass 
mu1=E1/(2*(1+nu1)); %% shear modulus for glass 
  
%% Mechanical properties of paraffin wax 
nu0=0.4; % Poisson's ratio, assumed 
E0=0.1916; % Young's modulus in GPa, from compression tests 
kappa0=E0/(3*(1-2*nu0)); % bulk modulus for glass 
mu0=E0/(2*(1+nu0)); %% shear modulus for glass 
Deltamu=mu1-mu0; 
Deltak=kappa1-kappa0;                                                           
  
%%---------------- Homogenization scheme 
phi1=(0:0.01:25)/100; %% volume fraction of glass beads 
phi0=1-phi1; %% volume fraction of wax mixture 
  
% Concentration tensor for phase 0: wax mixture 
alpha0=1/3; % equiv bulk modulus 
beta0=1/2; % equiv shear modlus 
  
% Concentration tensor for phase 1: glass beads 
alpha1=1/3*(3*kappa0+4*mu0)/(3*kappa1+4*mu0);  
beta1=5/2*mu0*(3*kappa0+4*mu0)/(mu0*(9*kappa0+8*mu0)+6*mu1*(kappa0+2*mu0));   
  
%% homogenized properties 
kappa_hom=(phi0*alpha0*kappa0+phi1*alpha1*kappa1)./(phi0*alpha0+phi1*alpha1); 
% homogenized bulk modulus 
mu_hom=(phi0*beta0*mu0+phi1*beta1*mu1)./(phi0*beta0+phi1*beta1); % 
homogenized shear modulus 
E_hom=9*kappa_hom.*mu_hom./(3*kappa_hom+mu_hom); % Young's Modulus 
nu_hom=1/2.*(3.*kappa_hom-2.*mu_hom)./(3.*kappa_hom+mu_hom); %Poisson's ratio 
  
%%%%%%%%%%% Fracture Energy Developments %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
psi_w=phi0.*(0.5*kappa0*(phi0+phi1*(1+3*Deltak/(3*kappa0+4*mu0)).^(-1)).^(-
2)+2/3*mu0*(phi0+phi1*(1+6*Deltamu*(kappa0+2*mu0)/(5*mu0*(3*kappa0+4*mu0))).^
(-1)).^(-2)); % free energy of paraffin wax within composite 
psi_hom=0.5*kappa_hom+2/3*mu_hom; % free energy of composite 
R=psi_hom./psi_w; %ratio of free energy of the composite to matrix 
Kic_w=0.068; %Fracture toughness of wax, measured by scratch testing 
Kic_comp=sqrt(R.*(1-nu0.^2)./(1-nu_hom.^2).*E_hom./E0.*Kic_w.^2); 
%Theoretical composite fracture toughness by Mori Tanaka scheme  
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